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MORATORIA FOR GLOBAL GOVERNANCE AND 
CONTESTED TECHNOLOGY:  

THE CASE OF CLIMATE ENGINEERING 
 

Megan M. Herzog & Edward A. Parson* 
 

 

ABSTRACT  

Calls for moratoria are a frequent response to controversial issues in 
international diplomacy and control of technology, and are now prominent 
in debates over governance challenges posed by climate engineering (CE) – 
intentional modification of the global climate to reduce changes caused by 
human emissions of greenhouse gases.  Based on twelve historical cases of 
moratoria in other areas of diplomatic conflict or controversial science and 
technology, we present a novel analytic framework to examine purposes, 
design characteristics, and conditions for effectiveness of moratoria, based 
on a taxonomy of three ideal moratorium types: risk-management morato-
ria, principled-conflict moratoria, and bargaining moratoria.  We use this 
framework to examine potential contributions and design conditions for a 
moratorium on CE.  A moratorium for CE could seek primarily to advance 
risk-management aims or bargaining aims, with distinct implications for its 
timing, scope, associated actors, and conditions for termination. Beyond the 
current, high-stakes case of CE, the proposed analytic framework has 
broader implications for critical examination of moratorium proposals, 
current and future, in other areas of controversial research, technology, 
and governance challenges.  

                                                 
*  Edward A. Parson is Dan and Rae Emmett Professor of Environmental Law at UCLA 

School of Law.  Megan M. Herzog is the Emmett/Frankel Fellow in the Emmett Insti-
tute on Climate Change and the Environment at UCLA School of Law. 
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INTRODUCTION  

As projections of climate change grow more severe, the responses avail-
able to manage the resultant impacts appear increasingly weak and slow in 
effect.  Deep cuts in global greenhouse-gas emissions, which require mov-
ing the world economy away from fossil fuels, are both essential and feasi-
ble, but little progress has yet been achieved.  Even extreme emission cuts 
would take decades to stop or significantly slow climate change.1  Adapta-
tion measures to reduce vulnerability of societies and ecosystems are also 
essential, but as yet minimally developed.  Both these approaches are neces-
sary, but relative to the changes required, neither can be quick, cheap, or 
fully curative. 

In view of these limits, there is increasing interest in a third type of re-
sponse, climate engineering (CE)—intentional modification of the global 
climate system to reduce or slow climate change.2  A wide range of CE 
methods are identified, which either remove carbon dioxide from the at-
mosphere or alter the Earth’s radiation balance. Some methods appear able 
to reduce global heating rapidly, at shockingly low cost.  A decision to ac-
tively manage the global climate with CE would represent a monumental 
step for human societies, and would raise equally monumental risks, con-
troversies, and governance challenges.  While decisions about operational 
deployment of CE appear to lie some decades in the future, a contentious 
debate is already underway over whether, and with what restrictions, to pur-
sue CE research.3 

Many commentators argue that expanded CE research is needed for in-
formed decision-making.4  All formal assessment bodies that have consid-
ered the issue agree, but have not considered how near-term research deci-
sions might subtly influence high-stakes, longer-term questions of CE gov-

                                                 
1 See infra Part I. 
2 COMM. ON GEOENGINEERING CLIMATE, NAT’L RESEARCH COUNCIL, CLIMATE 

INTERVENTION: CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL AND RELIABLE SEQUESTRATION pg.# 
(2015); COMM. ON GEOENGINEERING CLIMATE, NAT’L RESEARCH COUNCIL, CLIMATE 
INTERVENTION: REFLECTING SUNLIGHT TO COOL EARTH pg.# (2015); JOHN SHEPHERD 
ET AL., POLICY REPORT OF THE ROYAL SOC’Y, GEOENGINEERING THE CLIMATE: 
SCIENCE, GOVERNANCE AND UNCERTAINTY 1 (2009).  The 2015 reports of the Nation-
al Research Council (NRC) will hereinafter be labeled as “2015 NRC REPORTS.”   

3 See infra Part I.A. 
4 See, e.g., M. Granger Morgan, Robert R. Nordhaus & Paul Gottlieb, Needed: Research 

Guidelines for Solar Radiation Management, 2013 ISSUES IN SCI. & TECH. 37, 41, 
http://www.vnf.com/2026; David W. Keith, Edward Parson & M. Granger Morgan, 
Research on Global Sun Block Needed Now, Opinion, 463 NATURE 426, __ (2010); 
Edward A. Parson & David W. Keith, End the Deadlock on Governance of Geoengi-
neering Research, 339 SCI. 1278, ___ (2013).  
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ernance or use.5  Other commentators object that reckless or destructive use 
of CE could bring harms worse than anything projected from climate 
change; that any large-scale deployment would risk significant environmen-
tal and societal harms; and on that basis, oppose most or all research as en-
couraging a foreseeably destructive activity.6  Research funders, pressed 
from both sides, have thus far avoided significant programmatic commit-
ments to CE research.7  Yet a few small experiments have proceeded, via 
some combination of private or unrestricted funding, regulatory ambiguity, 
and concealment of intentions.8  Absent legitimate public research pro-
grams, these isolated experiments have largely served to arouse opposition 
from groups seeking strict restrictions on CE, while offering at best small 
advances in understanding.9 

In the context of prolonged controversy over CE, proposals to adopt a 
moratorium have emerged as a prominent theme of the debate.  We have 
identified eighteen moratorium proposals, advanced by diverse actors (sci-
entists, lawyers, academics, environmental non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), former government officials, and think-tanks) whose views on CE 
span the debate from categorical opposition to cautious conditional support.   

These proposals call on scientists, funders, or governments to suspend 
certain CE-related activities until certain conditions are met.10  Beyond that 
broad commonality, the proposals are variable, ambiguous, or incomplete in 
details, and most lack explicit statements of what benefits the proposed 
moratorium would achieve or how.  In view of this confusion, the emerging 
focus on a potential CE moratorium has thus far contributed little to advanc-
ing broader debate on whether and how to pursue CE research, how to gov-
ern potential future proposals for operational CE, and what the relationship 
should be between CE and the broader climate-change agenda. 

                                                 
5  2015 NRC REPORTS, supra note 2, at pg.#; SOLAR RADIATION MGMT. GOVERNANCE 

INITIATIVE [SRMGI], SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT: THE GOVERNANCE OF 
RESEARCH __ (2011), available at http://www.srmgi.org/report/; JANE LONG ET AL., 
TASK FORCE ON CLIMATE REMEDIATION RESEARCH, BIPARTISAN POLICY CTR., 
GEOENGINEERING: A NATIONAL STRATEGIC PLAN FOR RESEARCH ON THE POTENTIAL 
EFFECTIVENESS, FEASIBILITY, AND CONSEQUENCES OF CLIMATE REMEDIATION 
TECHNOLOGIES pg.# (2011) [hereinafter BPC RPT.]; SHEPHERD ET AL., supra note 2, at 
__. 

6 See infra text accompanying notes __-__. 
7 See infra Part I.B.    
8 See infra text accompanying notes __-__.  
9 See, e.g., A Charter for Geoengineering, Editorial, 485 NATURE 415, 415 (2012); Benja-

min Hale & Lisa Dilling, Geoengineering, Ocean Fertilization, and the Problem of 
Permissible Pollution, 36 SCI. TECH. & HUMAN VALUES 190, 4 (2011). 

10  See infra Part II. 
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We have two aims, one specific and topical, one general and conceptual.  
Our specific aim is to advance understanding of the potential role of a mora-
torium in contributing to effective and prudent control of CE: what purpose 
could a moratorium serve, under what conditions and with what risks?  To 
this end, we review historical experience with moratoria in other relevant 
decision areas, and the existing literature, to extract principles and insights 
of relevance to CE.  The literature on moratoria, however, is strikingly thin, 
marked by limited empirical foundations and substantial conceptual and 
definitional confusion.11  This deficiency spurred our broader conceptual 
aim, to develop a general analytic framework to understand moratorium 
purposes, design characteristics, and conditions for effectiveness across is-
sues. 

Part I introduces CE, how it emerged in the climate debate, and the ma-
jor controversies over its development and use.  Part II introduces the con-
cept of a moratorium, the characteristics that define one, and the moratori-
um proposals advanced for CE. Part III reviews twelve historical cases of 
moratoria in international diplomacy and controversial science and technol-
ogy.  Part IV proposes a taxonomy of three ideal types of moratorium, 
based on their primary purpose and decision context: moratoria for risk as-
sessment and management, moratoria as landmarks in principled conflicts, 
and moratoria as tactical bargaining aids to help reach mutually advanta-
geous agreements.  This taxonomy provides a basis for analysis of morato-
rium characteristics, mechanisms of influence, and effects.  Part V applies 
these insights to what may well be the most important moratorium in human 
history, one on CE research or implementation.  Part VI provides our major 
conclusions, as they pertain to a moratorium for CE and to moratoria in 
general. 

I. CLIMATE ENGINEERING RESEARCH, USE, AND GOVERNANCE 

Over the past two centuries, emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and oth-
er greenhouse gases have raised the atmospheric concentration of these gas-
es and altered the Earth’s climate and ocean chemistry.12  The results are 
evident in higher surface and ocean temperatures, rising sea levels, in-
creased extreme weather events, and changes in precipitation patterns, with 

                                                 
11 See id. 
12  WORKING GRP. I, CONTRIBUTION TO THE FIFTH ASSESSMENT REPORT OF THE 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE [IPCC], CLIMATE CHANGE 2013: 
THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS 4, 11-15 (T.F.  Stocker et al. eds., 2013) [hereinafter 
IPCC, WORKING GRP. I], available at http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/. 
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diverse and mostly adverse ecological and socioeconomic impacts.13 

Slowing and stopping climate change will require extreme cuts in 
greenhouse-gas emissions.  The global energy transition needed to achieve 
these cuts is a feasible challenge,14 even if the feasibility of specific temper-
ature targets such as 2 or 1.5 degrees may be doubtful.15 Recognizing the 
international nature of this challenge, governments adopted the U.N. 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1992.16  Yet 
through two decades of negotiations, disputes over cost, feasibility, and 
shared responsibility have obstructed meaningful actions and emissions 
have continued to rise.17  Some national and sub-national governments have 
adopted policies to reduce emissions, but with few exceptions these have 
been weak and ineffectual.18 Even if extreme emission-cutting measures are 
adopted, inertia in the climate and energy systems will delay climate stabili-
zation for decades.19 

As prospects for limiting near-term risks through emission cuts have 
weakened, there has been growing attention to other responses, including 
adaptation measures to reduce vulnerability to climate change, and also cli-
mate engineering (CE): intentional modification of the global climate to re-
duce or slow changes from elevated greenhouse gases.20  The concept of CE 
is contested, in its desirability and even its proper characterization, as sug-
gested by the range of names proposed for it, which also include “geoengi-

                                                 
13 WORKING GRP. II, CONTRIBUTION TO THE FIFTH ASSESSMENT REPORT OF THE IPCC, 

CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: IMPACTS, ADAPTATION, AND VULNERABILITY 6-7, 12 (Chris-
topher B. Field et al. eds., 2014) [hereinafter IPCC, WORKING GRP. II], available at 
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg2/. 

14 See generally WORKING GRP. III, CONTRIBUTION TO THE FIFTH ASSESSMENT REPORT 
OF THE IPCC, CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: MITIGATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE ch. 6 (O. 
Edenhofer et al. eds., 2014) [hereinafter IPCC, WORKING GRP. III], available at 
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/.  See also id. at ch. 6.3. 

15  UNITED NATIONS [UN] FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, REPORT OF 
THE CONFERENCE OF PARTIES ON ITS TWENTY-FIRST SESSION pg.# (2016); David G. 
Victor and Charles F. Kennel, Climate Policy: Ditch the 2°C Warming Goal, Com-
ment, 514 NATURE 30, pg.# (2014). 

16  UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, art. 3(3), 1771 U.N.T.S. 107 (1992) 
[hereinafter UNFCCC].  

17  See generally Michel G.J. den Elzen et al., Countries’ Contributions to Climate 
Change: Effect of Accounting for All Greenhouse Gases, Recent Trends, Basic Needs 
and Technological Progress, 121 CLIMATIC CHANGE 397 (2013).   

18  See Tracking INDCs, CLIMATE ACTION TRACKER, 
http://climateactiontracker.org/indcs.html (last visited Mar. 7, 2016). 

19 See generally Nathan P. Gillett et al., Ongoing Climate Change Following Complete 
Cessation of Carbon Dioxide Emissions, 4 NATURE GEOSCIENCE 83 (2011).  

20  See supra note 2. 

http://climateactiontracker.org/indcs.html
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neering,”21 “climate remediation,”22 “climate management,”23 “climate in-
tervention,”24 and “earth systems management.”25  Although definitions 
vary in detail, they converge on two characteristics: CE is any intervention 
to modify climate that is: 1) intentional, and thus distinct from inadvertent 
changes caused by emissions, land-use change, or other human activities, 
and; 2) large-scale, aiming to modify climate over an extended period at 
continental to global scale, and thus distinct from local weather modifica-
tion.26 

CE interventions are of two types, distinguished by whether they change 
the Earth’s carbon cycle or its radiation balance.27  Carbon-based methods, 
or carbon dioxide removal (CDR), remove CO2 from the atmosphere, offset-
ting increases from anthropogenic emissions.  They achieve this either by 
enhancing natural carbon sinks such as forests, soils, or the ocean, or by 
capturing CO2 directly from the air and placing it in stable reservoirs.28  By 
removing atmospheric CO2, CDR reduces all its impacts, but can only do so 
slowly.  Given the large stock of CO2 in the atmosphere, CDR aims to drain 
a bathtub through a straw: even with aggressive deployment, achieving 
large deflection of climate change would take decades.29 

Radiation or sunlight methods alter the Earth’s radiation balance, offset-
ting the heating caused by greenhouse gases. Most approaches make the 
Earth a little whiter to reflect more sunlight.30  Proposed methods include 
spraying a mist of reflective droplets in the upper atmosphere; spraying 
seawater to brighten marine clouds; placing shields in space to block a little 
of the sun’s disc; reducing cirrus clouds that, like greenhouse gases, impede 
the Earth’s cooling;31 and whitening the land surface, ocean, or built envi-

                                                 
21 See Cesare Marchetti, On Geoengineering and the CO2 Problem, 1 CLIMATIC CHANGE 

59, pg.# (1977). 
22 See BPC REPORT, supra note 5, at 3. 
23  See Jay Michaelson, Geoengineering and Climate Management: From Marginality to 

Inevitability, 46 TULSA L. REV. 221, 225-28 (2010). 
24  See 2015 NRC REPORTS, supra note 2, at pg.#. 
25  See generally Brad Allenby, Earth Systems Engineering and Management, IEEE 

TECH. & SOC’Y MAG. 10 (2000/2001). 
26 See Ralph J. Cicerone, Geoengineering: Encouraging Research and Overseeing Imple-

mentation, Editorial, 77 CLIMATIC CHANGE 221, 221 (2006). 
27  SHEPHERD ET AL., supra note 2, at __. 
28  See Steven Chu, Carbon Capture and Sequestration, Editorial, 325 SCI. 1599 (2009). 
29  See IPCC, WORKING GRP. I, supra note 12, at 552. 
30  SHEPHERD ET AL., supra note 2, at __; 
31 T.Storelvmo, W.R.Boos, N.Herger, Cirrus Cloud Seeding: a climate engineering mech-

anism with reduced side effects? 372 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOC’Y, pg.# 
(2014). 
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ronment.32  In contrast to CDR and emission cuts, some radiation methods 
can change the climate rapidly, cooling the Earth within a year or so,33 but 
these methods cannot fully undo the harms of elevated greenhouse gases.  
They reverse temperature and precipitation changes only approximately, 
cannot reverse processes with slow dynamics such as loss of ice sheets,34 
and do nothing for non-climate effects such as ocean acidification.35  In a 
characterization likely to remain valid with future advances, radiation meth-
ods have been described as “fast, cheap, and imperfect.”36 

Recent interest in CE is not discovery of a new idea, but re-emergence 
of an old one.  Interest in weather modification dates to the early 1900s,37 
and CE was the first response discussed in discussions of climate change in 
the 1960s.38  Yet CE received scant attention in policy debates that emerged 
in the 1990s.39  A 2006 article by atmospheric scientist Paul Crutzen is 
credited with re-opening debate over CE and building support for research 
into its efficacy and risks.40 

A.  Major Points of Controversy over Climate Engineering 

Both CDR and radiation methods are controversial, but the nature and 
severity of controversy differ between them.  Consequently, there is disa-
greement whether to consider the two types together.41  While we find their 
potential benefits and risks dissimilar enough to merit separate treatment in 

                                                 
32 Id. at __. 
33 See T.M. Lenton & N.E. Vaughan, The Radiative Forcing Potential of Different Climate 

Geoengineering Options, 9 ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS 5539, 5554 (2009). 
34  K.E. McCusker, D.S. Battisti, C.M. Bitz, Inability of Stratospheric Sulfate Aerosol 

Injections to Preserve the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, 42 GEOPHYSICAL RES. LETTERS 
4989, pg.# (2015). 

35 See generally James C. Orr et al., Anthropogenic Ocean Acidification Over the Twenty-
First Century and its Impact on Calcifying Organisms, 437 NATURE 681 (2005).   

36 Keith, Parson & Morgan, supra note 4, at 426. 
37  See generally JAMES RODGER FLEMING, FIXING THE SKY (2012). 
38 See generally PRESIDENT’S SCI. ADVISORY COMM., RESTORING THE QUALITY OF OUR 

ENVIRONMENT (1965); MAN’S IMPACT ON THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT (Carroll M. 
Wilson & William H. Matthews eds., 1970). 

39  But see, e.g., David Keith & H. Dowlatabadi, A Serious Look at Geoengineering, 73 
EOS TRANSACTIONS AM. GEOPHYSICAL UNION 289 (1992). 

40 Paul J. Crutzen, Albedo Enhancement by Stratospheric Sulfur Injections: A Contribution 
to Resolve a Policy Dilemma? 77 CLIMATIC CHANGE 211 (2006).  See also Cicerone, 
supra note 26, at pg.#. 

41 See MEETING REPORT, IPCC EXPERT MEETING ON GEOENGINEERING pg.# (Ottmar 
Edenhofer et al eds., 2011), available at https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/supporting-
material/EM_GeoE_Meeting_Report_final.pdf; Clare Heyward, Situating and Aban-
doning Geoengineering: A Typology of Five Responses to Dangerous Climate Change, 
46 POLITICAL SCI. & POL. 23, __ (2013). 

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/supporting-material/EM_GeoE_Meeting_Report_final.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/supporting-material/EM_GeoE_Meeting_Report_final.pdf
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risk assessments and policies, in this paper (except as noted) we treat the 
two together because our arguments about moratoria are relevant to both. 

Controversies over CE mostly reflect the tension between its potential 
benefits and risks.  Some radiation methods could slow or stop global heat-
ing rapidly in the event of severe climate-change impacts.42  Radiation 
methods could also be valuable in the context of the required global energy 
transition, by slowing change while emissions are being cut or by targeting 
regional processes of global importance such as Arctic sea ice.43  Radiation 
methods offer these benefits hundreds or thousands of times cheaper than 
achieving the same cooling—more slowly, but more durably—through 
emission cuts.44 

CDR lacks the speed and cost advantages of radiation methods, but of-
fers more flexibility than emission cuts—in how much CO2 is removed, 
where, and when—and thus offers potential scale economies, synergies with 
other industrial processes, and environmental co-benefits.45  Even a modest 
rate of CDR sustained for decades could help speed climate stabilization.  
Moreover, large-scale CDR offers the prospect of removing CO2 faster than 
it is emitted, driving human emissions negative and reversing prior changes, 
and so allowing “overshoot” scenarios that temporarily exceed a target con-
centration then decline.46 

All CE methods pose risks.  In addition to residual risks from elevated 
greenhouse gases, particular radiation methods may disrupt the stratospheric 
ozone layer, increase acid deposition, alter regional weather patterns, or 
change the appearance of the sky.47  CDR’s risks mainly depend on where 
and how the captured carbon is disposed.  They include disruption of ma-

                                                 
42  See generally N. Markusson et al., ‘In Case of Emergency Press Here’: Framing Ge-

oengineering as a Response to Dangerous Climate Change, 5 CLIMATE CHANGE 281  
(2014). 

43  See generally Michael C. MacCracken, On the Possible Use of Geoengineering to 
Moderate Specific Climate Change Impacts, 4 ENVTL. RES. LETTERS 45107 (2009). 

44 J. McClellan, D.W. Keith & J. Apt, Cost Analysis of Stratospheric Albedo Modification 
Delivery Systems, 7 ENVTL. RES. LETTERS 1, pg.# (2012). 

45  See 2015 NRC REPORTS, supra note 2, at CLIMATE INTERVENTION: CARBON DIOXIDE 
REMOVAL AND RELIABLE SEQUESTRATION. 

46  Detlef P. van Vuuren et al., A New Scenario for Climate Change Research: Scenario 
Matrix Architecture, 122 CLIMATIC CHANGE 373 (2013); T.M.L. Wigley, A Combined 
Mitigation/Geoengineering Approach to Climate Stabilization, 314 SCI. 452 (2006). 

47 See 2015 NRC REPORTS, supra note 2, at; Ben Kravitz et al., Geoengineering: Whiter 
Skies? 39 GEOPHYSICAL RES. LETTERS 1, pg.# (2012); Ben Kravitz et al., Sulfuric Acid 
Deposition From Stratospheric Geoengineering with Sulfate Aerosols, 114 J. 
GEOPHYSICAL RES. 1, pg.# (2009); Simone Tilmes et al., The Sensitivity of Polar 
Ozone Depletion to Proposed Geoengineering Schemes, 320 SCI. 1201, pg.# (2008). 
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rine ecosystems from ocean sequestration;48 large quantities of solid waste 
and land-use disruption from enhanced weathering;49 and induced seismici-
ty or re-release of stored material from geological sequestration.50 

These risks would be present even with ideally competent and prudent 
CE deployment.  Other risks are not intrinsic to the methods, but depend on 
how they are used.  Beneficial CE scenarios presume competent, multi-
decade management of the technologies for societal benefit, a presumption 
with few historical precedents.  If CE is instead used incompetently or ma-
levolently, resultant harms could overwhelm benefits.  In the extreme, CE 
could catastrophically disrupt global climate, worse than any plausible out-
come of increased greenhouse gases.51  More likely, and so of greater con-
cern, are scenarios of less extreme misuse, particularly relying on CE too 
much.  CE might divert efforts from essential emission cuts and adapta-
tion.52  Such excessive reliance might be especially likely if early develop-
ment of CE weakens capacity to control its subsequent expansion, through 
political, economic, or perceptual mechanisms typically called “lock-in” or 
“slippery slope.”53  Moreover, if radiation methods were expanded for dec-
ades with no emission cuts, they could suppress several degrees of heating, 
which would be re-imposed within months, with severe impacts, if CE ef-
forts stopped.54 

                                                 
48 See generally A.L. Strong et al., Ocean Fertilization: Science, Policy, and Commerce, 22 

OCEANOGRAPHY 236 (2009). 
49 J. Hartmann et al., Enhanced Chemical Weathering as a Geoengineering Strategy to Re-

duce Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide, Supply Nutrients, and Mitigate Ocean Acidifica-
tion,  51 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 113, pg.# (2013). 

50 J. Lee, M. Weingarten & S. Ge, Induced Seismicity: The Potential Hazard From Shale 
Gas Development and CO2 Geological Storage, 20 GEOSCIENCES J. 137, pg.# (2016).  

51 See generally Paul F. Hoffman et al., A Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth, 281 SCI. 1342 
(1998). 

52 See, e.g., David Morrow, Ethical Aspects of the Mitigation Obstruction Argument 
against Climate Engineering Research, 372 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL 
SOC’Y, pg.# (2014); Adam Corner & Nick Pidgeon, Geoengineering, Climate Change 
Skepticism, and the ‘Moral Hazard’ Argument, 372 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
ROYAL SOC’Y, pg.# (2014); B. Hale, The World That Would Have Been: Moral Haz-
ard Arguments Against Geoengineering, in ENGINEERING THE CLIMATE: THE ETHICS 
OF SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT pg.# (C.J. Preston ed., 2012).  But see Lennart 
Bengtsson, Editorial Comment, Geoengineering to Confine Climate Change: Is It at 
All Feasible? 77 CLIMATIC CHANGE 229, 233 (2006). 

53 See ROSE CAIRNS, GEOENGINEERING: ISSUES OF PATH-DEPENDENCE AND SOCIO-
TECHNICAL LOCK-IN __ (2013), available at http://geoengineering-governance-
research.org/perch/resources/background-briefing.pdf. 

54 See generally A. Jones et al., The Impact of Abrupt Suspension of Solar Radiation Man-
agement (Termination Effect) in Experiment G2 of the Geoengineering Model Inter-
comparison Project (GeoMIP), 118 J. GEOPHYSICAL RES. 9743 (2013). 
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CE may also represent a potent new source of international conflict.  
The large potential for disagreement over CE is already evident in the inten-
sity of current debates.  As climate impacts grow worse, these disagree-
ments could generate severe international conflicts.55  The most extreme 
conflict prospects would arise if advancing capabilities appeared to allow 
CE to control regional climates—a modern echo of Cold-War worries over 
hostile weather modification.56  Other avenues for conflict arise from the 
relative ease and low cost of radiation methods and resultant prospects for 
unilateral use, for at least a dozen-odd world powers.57 

These concerns pertain to potential large-scale CE for operational cli-
mate control, usually thought to lie decades in the future, but related con-
troversies extend to near-term research.  Many observers judge research ur-
gently needed, to assess efficacy and risks of CE and support informed fu-
ture decisions whether and how to use it.58  Research may also be needed to 
detect and respond to unsanctioned use.59  These arguments apply to labora-
tory and computer-model research, now proceeding at modest scale with 
little controversy.60  They also apply to small-scale field studies, including 
active perturbations with de minimis direct environmental impact (typically 
smaller than a single long-distance flight or ship crossing)61—which are 
needed to test methods, validate models, and assess risks.62  

Yet even small-scale research proposals have attracted opposition.63  
The most serious objections arise from “lock-in” hypotheses as stated 

                                                 
55 Philip Boyd, Geopolitics of Geoengineering, 2 NATURE GEOSCIENCE 812, pg.# (2009). 
56 ROBERT L. OLSON, WOODROW WILSON INT’L CTR. FOR SCHOLARS, GEOENGINEERING 

FOR DECISION MAKERS 16 (2011), available at 
http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/Geoengineering_for_Decision_Makers
_0.pdf.  

57 See Daniel Bodansky, The Who, What, and Wherefore of Geoengineering Governance, 
121 CLIMATIC CHANGE 539, 541, 547-48 (2013). 

58 See supra notes 4-5.  
59 See M. Granger MORGAN & K. RICKE, INT’L RISK GOVERNANCE COUNCIL [IRGC], 

COOLING THE EARTH THROUGH SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT: THE NEED FOR 
RESEARCH AND AN APPROACH TO ITS GOVERNANCE 16 (2010); D.G. Victor, On the 
regulation of geoengineering, OXF REV ECON POLICY 24:2 (2008), at 334. 

60 See 2015 NRC REPORTS, supra note 2, at pg.#. 
61 Parson & Keith, supra note 4, at 1279.  
62 See BPC RPT., supra note 5, at 3, 12; Keith, Parson & Morgan, supra note 4, at 426; Ja-

son J. Blackstock & Jane C. S. Long, The Politics of Geoengineering, 327 SCI. 527, 
527 (2010). 

63 See, e.g., A Charter for Geoengineering, supra note 9, at 415.  See generally Malcolm J. 
Wright, Damon A. H. Teagle & Pamela M. Feetham, A Quantitative Evaluation of the 
Public Response to Climate Engineering, 4 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 106 (2014). 
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above.64  A subtle form of this objection posits a general perverse relation-
ship between ability to learn about a new technology and control it.65  Ap-
plied to CE, this would mean interventions big enough to provide useful 
knowledge about capabilities and risks will create entrenched interests that 
obstruct meaningful control.66  In principle, such loss of control could occur 
at various thresholds, such as the shift to outdoor research or to active per-
turbations, or the involvement of commercial or military interests67 -- or 
even in the past, as when Crutzen’s 2006 editorial prompted renewed debate 
of CE.68 

Other objections argue that CE field research cannot be meaningfully 
distinguished from deployment,69 or that it risks political backlash against 
needed climate-science research.70  Finally, some commentators reject CE 
on principled grounds, arguing the endeavor is hubristic, improperly manip-
ulates nature for human purposes, is unjust, or replicates the reductionist, 
technology-centered thinking that caused the climate-change problem.71 

The current range of debate extends from some who would prohibit all 
CE, including research, to others who would allow various forms and scales 
of research to proceed, subject to national or international regulatory re-

                                                 
64 See supra note 53.  
65 See generally DAVID COLLINGRIDGE, THE SOCIAL CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY (1980). 
66 See Stephen H. Schneider, Geoengineering: Could We or Should We Make it Work? 336 

PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOC’Y A 3843, 3856-57 (2008). 
67 See Richard Elliot Benedick, Considerations on Governance for Climate Remediation 

Technologies: Lessons from the “Ozone Hole,” 4 STAN. J.L. SCI. & POL’Y 6. 7 (2011); 
Blackstock & Long, supra note 63, at 527.  Cf. ELI KINTISCH, HACK THE PLANET 8 
(2010). 

68 See Mark G. Lawrence, The Geoengineering Dilemma: To Speak or Not to Speak, Edito-
rial Comment, 77 CLIMATIC CHANGE 245, 245 (2006).  

69 See, e.g., Alan Robock et al., A Test for Geoengineering? 327 SCI. 530, 530 (2010); Jane 
C. S. Long, A Prognosis, and Perhaps a Plan, for Geoengineering Governance, 7 
CARBON & CLIMATE L. REV. 177, 179 (2013); ETC GROUP, GEOPIRACY: THE CASE 
AGAINST GEOENGINEERING __ (2010), available at 
www.etcgroup.org/content/geopiracy-case-against-geoengineering [hereinafter ETC 
GROUP, GEOPIRACY]. 

70 Stefan Schafer et al., Field Tests of Solar Climate Engineering, Opinion & Comment, 3 
NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 766, 766 (2013); Joshua B. Horton, Geoengineering and 
the Myth of Unilateralism: Pressures and Prospects for International Cooperation, 4 
STAN. J.L. SCI. & POL’Y 56, 58 (2011).   

71 See, e.g., MIKE HULME, CAN SCIENCE FIX CLIMATE CHANGE?: A CASE AGAINST 
CLIMATE ENGINEERING pg.# (2014); David R. Morrow, Robert E. Kopp & Michael 
Oppenheimer, Toward Ethical Norms and Institutions for Climate Engineering Re-
search, 4 ENVTL. RES. LETTERS 1, pg.# (2009); ETC GROUP, GEOPIRACY, supra note 
70, at 39.  
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quirements ranging from very light to highly restrictive.72 

B.  Current Status of Research and Governance 

There is no operational-scale CE underway or now proposed anywhere 
in the world. While weather-modification programs operate in a few coun-
tries,73 current CE proposals are limited to small-scale research.  The gov-
ernments of the United States, European Union, United Kingdom, and 
Germany have provided modest funding, mostly for modeling and laborato-
ry research.74 

The boundaries of CDR research are not clearly defined, because much 
study of carbon dynamics in forests, soils, and the ocean is directly rele-
vant.75  Two small field trials of ocean CO2 injection were stopped by pub-
lic opposition.76  Several experiments have examined ocean carbon seques-
tration by adding nutrients to fertilize plankton growth.77  Like ocean CO2 
disposal, these experiments raised substantial controversy.78  A few re-
searchers and firms are developing methods to remove CO2 directly from 
the atmosphere, but none has progressed beyond small demonstrations.79 

Research on radiation methods has mostly consisted of computer model-

                                                 
72 See 2015 NRC REPORTS, supra note 2, at pg.#; Andy Parker, Governing Solar Geoengi-

neering Research as it Leaves the Laboratory, 372 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
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73 See Long, supra note 70, at 183. 
74 See, e.g., U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., A COORDINATED STRATEGY COULD FOCUS 

FEDERAL GEOENGINEERING RESEARCH AND INFORM GOVERNANCE EFFORTS, GAO-10-
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75  Philippe Ciais et al., Carbon and Other Biogeochemical Cycles, in CLIMATE CHANGE 
2013: THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS pg.# (T.F.  Stocker et al. eds., 2013). 

76  See M.A. de Figueiredo, D.M. Reiner, H.J. Herzog, Ocean Carbon Sequestration: A 
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GREENHOUSE GAS CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES 799, pg.# (2003); J. P. Barry et al., Ef-
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759, pg.# (2004); Peter G. Brewer et al., Direct Experiments on the Ocean Disposal of 
Fossil CO2, 284 SCI 943, pg.# (1999).  

77 See P.W. Boyd et al., Mesoscale Iron Enrichment Experiments 1993-2005: Synthesis and 
Future Directions, 315 SCI. 612, pg.# (2007); Ken O. Buesseler et al., Ocean Iron Fer-
tilization—Moving Forward in a Sea of Uncertainty, 319 SCI. 161 (2008). 

78 See Phillip Williamson et al., Ocean Fertilization for Geoengineering: A Review of Ef-
fectiveness, Environmental Impacts and Emerging Governance, 90 PROCESS SAFETY & 
ENVTL. PROTECTION 475, pg.# (2012); Jeff Tollefson, Ocean Fertilization Project Off 
Canada Sparks Furor, 490 NATURE, pg.# (2012).  

79 See ROBERT SOCOLOW ET AL., AM. PHYSICAL SOC’Y PANEL ON PUB. AFFAIRS, DIRECT 
AIR CAPTURE OF CO2 WITH CHEMICALS pg.# (2011); Eli Kintisch, Can Sucking CO2 
Out of the Atmosphere Really Work? MIT TECH. REV. (Oct. 7, 2014).  
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ing, lab-bench studies, and passive observation of perturbations such as vol-
canos or ship and aircraft tracks, funded by existing research programs and 
some private philanthropy.80  A planned U.K. experiment spraying water to 
test aerosol disbursement was stopped over concerns about inadequate pub-
lic consultation and conflicts of interest.81  One small tropospheric aerosol-
injection study has been conducted in Russia82 and one in the United 
States83—both “dual-use” studies that informed scientific questions as well 
as potential CE.  Several research groups have proposed field experiments 
on radiation methods, none funded as of 2016.84 

Even more than CE research, CE governance is in its infancy.  There is 
virtually none at the international level, even under the most seemingly rel-
evant treaties.85  Parties to two international treaties—the Convention on 
Biological Diversity86 and the London Convention on the Prevention of Ma-
rine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London Conven-
tion)87— adopted resolutions expressing concerns about CE and urging na-
tions to exercise oversight, but these are nonbinding.88  In 2013, parties to 
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40; but cf. Ralph Bodle, Climate Law and Geoengineering, in CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
THE LAW 449 (Erkki J. Hollo et al. eds., (2013). 

86 Convention on Biological Diversity, June 5, 1992, 1760 U.N.T.S. 79; 31 I.L.M. 818. 
87 Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other 

Matter, Dec. 29, 1972, 26 U.S.T. 2403, 1046 U.N.T.S. 120, 11 I.L.M. 1294 [hereinaf-
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88 Dec. X/33 on Biodiversity and Climate Change, in [United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme] UNEP, Report of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biolog-
ical Diversity at Its Tenth Meeting ¶ 8, U.N. Doc. UNEP/CBD/COP/10/27 (Oct. 29, 
2010); Res. LC-LP.1 on the Regulation of Ocean Fertilization, 13th meeting of the 
Contracting Parties to the London Convention, 8, UN Doc. LC/30/16/Annex 6 (Oct. 
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the 1996 Protocol to the London Convention89 adopted a legally binding 
amendment that prohibits “marine geoengineering” activities, with an ex-
ception for “legitimate scientific research” on ocean fertilization authorized 
by national permit.90  The practical impact of this decision is limited, how-
ever, by growing evidence that ocean fertilization is not a viable CE ap-
proach and by the fact that neither the United States nor Russia is party to 
the Protocol.  There has been no international decision similarly binding on 
any radiation method.  Thus, with the exception of ocean fertilization, any 
country is free to conduct CE over its own territory, that of other consenting 
states, or the high seas, subject only to customary-law principles regarding, 
for example, transboundary harm, environmental impact assessment, and 
public participation in decision-making.91  Lack of international governance 
does not, however, mean lack of any governance.  CE activities may trigger 
domestic laws,92  and all research is subject to scientific self-governance 
and the conditions of funders, who exercise some control over risky or con-
troversial areas of research.93 

In sum, CE might be valuable, even essential, to limit severe climate-
change risks.  It might also be dangerous, due to direct environmental ef-
fects or potential for misuse.  Research might ease this tension, but general-
ized worries about CE have slowed research.  Many commentators note the 
need for governance, but uncertainty about the nature and severity of risks 
implies uncertainty about governance needs.  Research that might inform 
governance is not being done, and may be stifled by premature calls for ex-
cessively burdensome restrictions and worries about political backlash.94  In 
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the context of this stalled debate, multiple commentators have proposed that 
some form of moratorium on CE might help loosen the current deadlock 
and help develop effective and legitimate governance.95  In the next section, 
we introduce the general concept of a moratorium and review proposals for 
CE-related moratoria. 

II. MORATORIA 

Despite the importance of moratoria and the extensive historical experi-
ence with them, there is a surprising dearth of analytic treatment of morato-
ria in the legal and social-science scholarly literature.  The concept of a 
moratorium suffers from substantial definitional and analytic confusion, 
both in scholarly publications and as used in practice.  Most scholarly work 
is limited to descriptive accounts of a single case, and no prior study draws 
on more than two.  Of the three works that attempt to draw inferences about 
origins, structure, or effects of moratoria, two propose limited generaliza-
tions based on just two cases,96 while the third presents various conclusory 
claims about moratoria in international law based on a brief and perfunctory 
empirical foundation.97  In view of these limitations, in Parts III-IV we aim 
to develop a general analytic framework to examine moratorium purposes, 
conditions, and outcomes broadly across issues, based on our larger set of 
cases.  We use this framework to inform our analysis of a potential CE mor-
atorium, and also aim for it to make a broader contribution to the under-
standing of moratoria and their uses in diverse contexts.  This section con-
siders the meaning of a moratorium and the principal characteristics that 
define one.  It then summarizes current proposals for CE-related moratoria 
and situates them relative to these characteristics. 

A.  Defining Moratoria 

A moratorium is a temporary or provisional prohibition of some speci-
fied activity.98  The term originates in the preaescripta moratoria of Roman 
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law, “a deferment of payment granted by an imperial edict.”99  Over time, 
the term broadened to encompass general suspensions of any activity, 
adopted voluntarily or under domestic or international law.100  The essential 
characteristic of a moratorium is that the suspension has a time-limited or 
provisional character.101  Whether or not conditions for terminating a mora-
torium are explicitly stated, some such limitation is essential to the concept.  
A moratorium is intermediate between consent and prohibition, and may be 
followed by prohibition of the suspended activity, resumption, or resump-
tion subject to specified limits or controls. 

To define and implement a moratorium requires specifying several 
characteristics, three of which are most basic: the moratorium’s scope, its 
associated actors, and its termination conditions.  A moratorium’s scope 
defines what activities fall under it.  Its associated actors define both who 
adopts it and who is bound by it.  The identity and roles of associated actors 
are closely related to the structure of obligations a moratorium creates.  For 
example, those adopting a moratorium and bound by it can be the same, as 
when a group of actors collectively adopt a moratorium to bind themselves.  
Alternatively, those adopting a moratorium may aim to restrain other actors’ 
conduct.  This distinction often corresponds to a moratorium’s voluntary or 
binding character, in that a group mutually adopting a moratorium will of-
ten have only normative suasion available for enforcement, while an outside 
actor may command additional forms of authority, control over resources 
and incentives, or legally binding controls. 

A moratorium’s termination conditions describe when, or under what 
conditions, it will end.  Termination conditions can be defined by duration 
(“after 10 years”), external conditions (“if observed increase in global-
average temperature exceeds 2.5 degrees Celsius”), procedural decision 
rules (“if a majority of participants so decide at their annual meeting”), or 
some combination.  However stated, termination conditions may function as 
guidelines or shared expectations rather than binding requirements, depend-
ing on the binding or voluntary character of the moratorium itself and the 
future actors who will act upon the termination conditions at the time.  De-
cisions to adopt a moratorium often include additional provisions—e.g., 
committing parties to do certain things while the moratorium is in effect, or 
establishing processes to manage the moratorium or conduct related activi-
ties.  As we will discuss, these other activities may affect whether a morato-
rium’s aims are achieved, but we regard them as distinct from the moratori-
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um, not intrinsic to its definition or specification. 

B.  Proposals for a Climate Engineering Moratorium  

We have identified eighteen CE moratorium proposals, advanced over 
the past several years by the following proponents: Hubert and 
Reichwein,102 the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity;103 the 
editors of Nature;104 the Kiel Earth Institute;105 the Woodrow Wilson Inter-
national Center;106 Blackstock and Long;107 Cicerone;108 Davis;109 Markus 
and Ginsky;110 Parson and Keith;111 Morgan, Nordhaus, and Gottlieb;112 
Schafer et al.;113 Robock;114 two separate groups of participants at the 2014 
Climate Engineering Conference;115 former UK Chief Scientific Advisor Sir 
David King;116 Greenpeace;117 and the ETC Group.118  Some proposals are 
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highly provisional, expressed only in draft documents or oral testimony.  
Some are incomplete or ambiguous regarding proposed terms, or stated so 
vaguely as to allow disagreement whether it actually calls for a moratori-
um.119  Despite these ambiguities, we outline here, to the extent possible, 
where these proposals stand on the characteristics outlined above, scope, 
actors, and termination conditions. 

In their scope, all these proposals include at least large-scale operational 
deployment.  Some distinguish interventions by type or method,120 with 
more targeting radiation methods than CDR.121  Some distinguish research 
from operational interventions by quantitative measures of scale,122 or by 
less explicit measures of intensity or impact.123  Others distinguish research 
interventions from those that aim to develop or inform an operational capa-
bility, but offer little guidance how to draw such purpose-based distinctions 
in practice.124  The strictest proposals suspend field experiments of even the 
smallest scale.125  Some proposals, while vague, can be read to cover even 
computer-model and laboratory studies, although this would also require 
drawing difficult to enforce boundaries based on the purpose of a research 
project.126 

In terms of actors, proposals include examples of both mutual adoption 
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by a group and imposition by an outside authority.  Some call on scientists 
to voluntarily refrain from specified CE-related activities, while others call 
on governments to limit activities through funding restrictions or regula-
tion.127  Proposed termination conditions include building public confidence 
and knowledge about risks,128 agreement on governance for CE research129 
or for all CE,130 or adequate limitations on global greenhouse-gas emis-
sions.131  Although most proposals do not include explicit statements of 
their purpose or arguments how the moratorium would advance that pur-
pose, termination conditions give some insight into intended purpose.  One 
proposal is so strict, or so ambiguous, in its termination conditions that it 
lies on the boundary between a moratorium and a full prohibition—even 
using the terms “moratorium” and “ban” interchangeably.132 

III. EXPERIENCE WITH MORATORIA IN OTHER DOMAINS 

Although CE and the legal and policy challenges it poses are novel, the 
use of moratoria as tools to manage contentious or risky issues is not.  His-
torical experience with moratoria is extensive, and diverse in decision con-
texts, moratorium characteristics, aims, and outcomes.  In view of the clear 
relevance of this historical experience for assessing proposed moratoria on 
CE, this Part reviews this historical experience in search of relevant in-
sights. 

In response to the limitations of the prior literature on moratoria, we de-
velop an analytic framework to understand moratorium purposes, condi-
tions, and outcomes, based on the larger set of cases we consider.  The defi-
nitional confusion that characterizes prior commentary on moratoria also 
poses challenges for our selection of cases, as the set of acts called “morato-
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ria” by policy actors and scholars blurs in both directions, toward prohibi-
tion and regulation.  We address this by considering only cases that clearly 
suspended some well-defined set of activities (rather than regulating or cat-
egorically prohibiting them), for which the suspension was clearly intended 
by at least some proponents to be conditional or time-limited. In addition, 
for practical reasons, we limit our scope to cases where moratoria were en-
acted either formally or de facto, rather than merely proposed;133 that are 
recent (since roughly mid-twentieth century); that attracted significant US 
or international debate; and that are addressed in an adequate secondary lit-
erature.   

This selection yields twelve cases in two broad subject-matter areas: in-
ternational diplomacy, and controversial scientific research and technology.  
Parts III-A and III-B provide brief reviews of the cases in each area, consid-
ering the context in which a moratorium was proposed, its scope and form, 
the aims of its proponents, and evidence of its effects. Part IV re-examines 
the cases from an analytic perspective, first grouping them in a taxonomy 
based on the moratorium’s intended or claimed purposes, which is more 
analytically useful than the subject-matter grouping.  This represents the 
first attempt to develop a general framework for analyzing moratoria, which 
we conjecture is of broad generalizability and use in diverse cases of mora-
toria. In Part V, we apply this framework to the design, uses, and potential 
benefits of a moratorium for CE.  Part VI offers preliminary conclusions, on 
a moratorium for CE and on potential further development of our analytic 
scheme and its application to other issues where moratoria are proposed. 

A.  Moratoria in International Diplomacy 

We review seven cases of moratoria as tools to manage conflicts in in-
ternational diplomacy.  The cases are diverse in issue-area, covering fields 
of natural-resource allocation and management, international security, and 
trade.  They are also diverse in structure, with some best understood as dis-
tributive conflicts, others as collective-action problems or principled con-
flicts.134  In some cases, a moratorium was a negotiation tool to help states 
reach a mutually preferred decision.  In others, a moratorium represented a 
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shift in collective practice, over which states persistently disagreed. 

1. Antarctic Territorial Claims 

A moratorium on sovereign territorial claims in Antarctica has served 
for decades as a foundation of the continent’s international governance sys-
tem.135  The system developed over a decade, following the emergence of 
contending Antarctic claims as a major source of international tension in the 
1940s.  Seven nations made territorial claims—the United Kingdom, New 
Zealand, France, Norway, Australia, Chile, and Argentina—with overlaps 
between those of Argentina, Chile, and the United Kingdom.136  The United 
States and Soviet Union neither made claims nor recognized those of others, 
but regarded Antarctica as geopolitically important and maintained a basis 
of claim through exploration and scientific research.137 The United States 
had considered advancing a territorial claim, but on balance judged its inter-
ests in free access and limiting Soviet reach to outweigh the benefits of a 
claim.138 

Growing conflict over claims and broader Cold-War tensions moved 
several states to seek international resolution.  In 1948, the United States 
proposed that Antarctica be administered under either of two arrangements: 
a U.N. trusteeship, or a condominium that would merge all claims and es-
tablish a governing commission.139  In either form, the United States would 
advance its own claim to join the seven prior claimants in governing ar-
rangements.  When only two nations supported this proposal, Chile instead 
proposed a modus vivendi arrangement, which would freeze claims and ob-
jections for five to ten years.140  By separating Antarctic activities from 
claims, the modus vivendi would let states freely conduct research on the 
continent, and would remove incentives to mount new bases or expeditions 
merely to strengthen or contest claims.141  The United States found the pro-
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posal attractive, as it offered advantages similar to its prior stance of neither 
making nor recognizing claims,142 and began working with Chile on a mod-
ified proposal.143   

The initiative stalled for several years as parties were distracted by other 
conflicts,144 but interest revived during planning for the International Geo-
physical Year (IGY), a cooperative 1957-58 scientific project by the seven 
claimants plus the United States, Soviet Union, and three other states.145  At 
the first IGY planning conference, states adopted a “Gentlemen’s Agree-
ment” similar to the prior modus vivendi proposals, stating that IGY activi-
ties “do not modify the existing status of the Antarctic regarding the rela-
tions of the participating countries.”146  The IGY’s success showed the val-
ue of Antarctic scientific cooperation, the need to resolve territorial con-
flicts, and the practicality of a modus vivendi approach.147 

Based on this experience, states began negotiating a treaty on Antarctic 
governance shortly after IGY.  Although positions were initially far apart on 
territorial claims,148 parties agreed to a subtly crafted moratorium provision 
that sharpened the approach of the modus vivendi and Gentleman’s Agree-
ment.149  Crucially, the moratorium does nothing to claims or rights at the 
time of treaty adoption: claimants retain their claims; non-claimants retain 
any basis they had for unasserted claims; and all states retain rights to rec-
ognize or reject others’ claims.  Rather, the moratorium applies only to new 
or enlarged claims, and to bases for claims based on new activities, so long 
as the Treaty is in force.  The moratorium thus removes incentives for activ-
ities to bolster claims.  These terms, together with provisions for free scien-
tific access and international decision-making, also weaken the force of pri-
or claims in practice, although they remain formally in effect. 

The claims moratorium has been crucial to the maturation of Antarctic 
governance over the subsequent fifty years.  Scientific research has flour-
ished on the continent, and parties meet annually to discuss issues such as 
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research, historical preservation, tourism, and environmental protection.150  
Cooperation facilitated by the moratorium also allowed parties to execute 
several related agreements, which make up the Antarctic Treaty System.151 

2. Antarctic Mineral Activity 

Although Antarctica’s mineral potential remains largely unexplored, 
preliminary research suggests the continent may be rich in fossil fuels, pre-
cious metals, and other resources.152  Negotiators of the 1959 Treaty judged 
mineral issues to be controversial and premature, so did not address 
them.153  Commercial interest in resources rose in the 1970s, spurred by 
technological advances and new discoveries, but firms were reluctant to in-
vest without a legal regime in place.154  In 1976, Antarctic parties agreed to 
negotiate a treaty on energy and mineral activities, and established a volun-
tary moratorium on exploration and exploitation in the interim.155   

After ten years negotiation, the Convention on the Regulation of Antarc-
tic Mineral Resource Activities (CRAMRA) was unanimously adopted by 
parties in 1988.156  CRAMRA would allow mineral projects, subject to rig-
orous environmental assessment, consensus that proposed projects would 
have no significant adverse environmental effects, and exclusion of desig-
nated protected areas.157  During the decade of negotiations, however, the 
international environmental movement had grown strong.158  A broad coali-
tion of environmental NGOs campaigned against CRAMRA, arguing that 
Antarctica should be made a “world park” with mining prohibited.159  This 
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group achieved two significant victories in 1989: the U.N. General Assem-
bly passed a resolution supporting the world park proposal;160 and more 
consequentially, Australia and France announced they would not ratify.161  
Because CRAMRA required ratification by all original Antarctic Treaty 
parties, this meant the treaty could not enter into force.162 

After CRAMRA’s defeat, international opposition to Antarctic mining 
remained strong while treaty supporters resisted efforts to establish a per-
manent ban.163  In the United States, Congress barred U.S. firms from Ant-
arctic mineral activity and endorsed a permanent ban,164 even while the Ex-
ecutive Branch pressed other parties to preserve the option of future devel-
opment.165  In 1991, parties adopted the Madrid Protocol on Environmental 
Protection, which designated Antarctica a “natural reserve, devoted to 
peace and science”166 and imposed a fifty-year moratorium on “[a]ny activ-
ity relating to mineral resources, other than scientific research.”167  After 
fifty years, parties may hold a review conference, at which a majority may 
adopt CRAMRA or negotiate a new mineral regime.168  At U.S. behest, the 
moratorium also includes a “walk-out” clause: if an amendment to establish 
a mineral regime is proposed but fails to enter into force within three years, 
any party may then withdraw from the Protocol and start mining after two 
more years.169  This provision lets a state escape the moratorium by propos-
ing a mineral regime as an amendment.  Other states would have to either 
adopt the regime, or allow the proposing state to withdraw and start min-
ing.   

Environmental groups would have preferred a complete ban, but still 
regarded the moratorium as a victory.170  Even weakened by the walk-out 
clause, the moratorium creates a presumption against mining and procedur-
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al obstacles to any change.  Also, a stronger moratorium arguably would 
not survive the pressure for exploitation that would follow if scientific re-
search led to a high-value resource discovery.171   

3. Nuclear Weapons Testing 

The United States, Soviet Union, and United Kingdom conducted hun-
dreds of atmospheric nuclear-weapons tests in the 1950s, sparking global 
calls to ban testing.172  When negotiations for a test ban began in 1958, all 
three states adopted temporary testing moratoria.173  They dropped their 
moratoria and resumed testing in 1961 after negotiations stalled in response 
to rising U.S.-Soviet tensions and France’s first test,174 but were still able to 
negotiate the Limited Test Ban Treaty in 1963.175  The next fifteen years 
saw modes progress and several agreements limiting testing by location or 
size.176 

By the late 1980s, the decline of the Cold War reduced states’ need to 
develop new weapons and prompted renewed calls for a comprehensive test 
ban.177  In the Soviet Union, a growing anti-nuclear movement,178 including 
protests over radiation leaks from a sloppy 1989 test, led to decisions in 
1991 to close the main test site179 and announce a moratorium.180  Spurred 
by high-profile anti-nuclear protests and the rise of the Green Party, France 
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announced a moratorium one year later.181  This in turn influenced the U.S. 
Congress to approve a one-year moratorium, which halted testing until at 
least July 1, 1993 with specified conditions for subsequent resumption by 
presidential action.182  With negotiations for a full test ban then underway, 
President Clinton subsequently extended the moratorium until the resultant 
treaty entered into force.183 

The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT), which obliges 
parties “not to carry out any nuclear weapon test explosion or any other nu-
clear explosion,” was adopted by the General Assembly in 1996.184  To en-
ter into force, the treaty requires ratification by all forty-four states with nu-
clear technology.185  Of these, India, North Korea, and Pakistan have not 
signed, while China, Egypt, Iran, Israel, and the United States have not rati-
fied.186  Yet even without a legally binding obligation, unilateral moratoria 
have mostly succeeded at preventing tests.  France resumed testing in 1995, 
but soon reinstated its moratorium after international protests.187  Russia has 
conducted low-yield experiments that it claims (against widespread criti-
cism) are consistent with the CTBT.188  The United States adopted a pro-
gram in 2002 to reduce the time needed to resume testing,189 and stated it 
would resume testing if needed to “diagnose or remedy a problem in a war-
head critical to the U.S. nuclear deterrent . . . ,” but has not done so.190  In-
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deed, states’ interests in testing may be declining, as stockpile stewardship 
technologies let them maintain confidence in their capacity without test-
ing.191  Controversy persists, however, over whether stockpile stewardship 
falls within the meaning of the term “nuclear test” in the CTBT, or is oth-
erwise contrary to the spirit of the agreement.192  

Unilateral moratoria appear to have helped reduce testing in two ways: 
facilitating negotiation of formal limits in the 1963 and 1996 treaties, by 
signaling cooperation and showing the practicality of stopping tests;193 and 
establishing a de facto international norm against testing, even absent a le-
gal obligation.194  Nearly all weapons states remain committed to unilateral 
moratoria, even in the face of tests by the one state with no moratorium, 
North Korea.195  Indeed, the global outcries that met North Korea’s tests 
and France’s brief 1995 retreat from its moratorium, demonstrate states’ 
political incentives to maintain their commitments. 

4. U.S.-Mexico Transboundary Oil and Gas Reservoirs  

In 1978, the United States-Mexico Treaty on Maritime Boundaries ap-
portioned most of the Gulf of Mexico between the two states.196  Falling 
outside both states’ exclusive economic zones, however, was a 4.5-million-
acre triangle in the deep center of the Gulf known as the “Western Gap,” 
believed to contain large oil and gas resources.197 

By the 1990s, resource discoveries and advances in deep drilling fueled 
a surge in U.S. developments in deep Gulf waters, and U.S. producers be-
gan to express interest in sites in the Western Gap.198  By contrast, Mexi-
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co’s state oil company Pemex lacked the technology and capital to do 
deepwater exploration, and was prohibited from partnering with foreign 
firms that could provide these.199  Without a regime for transboundary re-
sources, Mexico feared U.S. companies would drain reservoirs from the 
U.S. side—by the efecto popote or “straw effect.”200 

In 1997, the United States announced it would not lease tracts in the 
Western Gap until the countries reached agreement on resources in the area.  
Negotiations began soon thereafter, and concluded with the 2000 adoption 
of the Western Gap Treaty.201  The treaty defines the boundary in the West-
ern Gap and establishes a framework for cooperation on cross-border reser-
voirs.202  Article 4 establishes a ten-year moratorium (later extended to 
2014) on drilling in a buffer zone 1.4 nautical miles on either side of the 
new boundary, to ensure neither state can exploit shared resources.203 

In 2012, the two states signed another treaty that establishes a more de-
tailed regime for cooperative development of transboundary resources.204  
With full implementation of this treaty the moratorium was ended,205and the 
United States began issuing leases in the transboundary area in 2014.206 

By assuaging long-standing Mexican concerns, the moratorium gave the 
two states time to negotiate details of trans-boundary development.  This 
initial political concession may have smoothed Mexican ratification of the 
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2000 Western Gap Treaty.207  It also provided time for President Calderón 
to build support for letting the Mexican oil industry partner with foreign 
companies.208  For its part, the United States gained Mexican ratification—
necessary for development in the U.S. portion of the Gap—in return for the 
limited sacrifice of a delay in developing the buffer zone, with no loss to 
long-term interests.  The moratorium thus benefited both sides by facilitat-
ing a negotiated agreement and limiting risk of exploitation in the interim. 

5. Ocean Dumping of Low-Level Radioactive Waste 

From the 1940s through the early 1980s, countries routinely disposed of 
radioactive wastes in the oceans.209  Although dumping initially included 
high-level wastes—spent reactor fuel and other highly radioactive materi-
als—this practice was prohibited by the 1972 London Convention.210  The 
Convention did not prohibit dumping low-level wastes, which are less haz-
ardous than high-level wastes but generated in larger volumes, so land-
based processing is expensive.211  Several nations continued to dump low-
level wastes,212 and scientists largely believed this posed minimal environ-
mental risks.213  

In 1978, Greenpeace launched a campaign against dumping any radioac-
tive waste, based on claims of health and environmental risks.214  The cam-
paign gained support from several nations that did not dump and were con-
cerned about risks to coastal and marine environments, including Spain, the 
Nordic states, and several Pacific island states.215  In response, Convention 
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parties adopted a voluntary moratorium on dumping all radioactive materi-
als in 1983, pending an expert risk assessment to be presented to the parties 
in 1985.216  Greenpeace expressed doubt that a scientific assessment could 
sway those parties determined to keep dumping, while also noting that 
dumping raised political, social, and moral issues in addition to its environ-
mental risks—suggesting that they too might be unmoved by scientific as-
sessment.217  The United Kingdom and Russia continued to dump low-level 
wastes during the moratorium,218 while Japan—which had switched low-
level disposal from ocean to rivers in 1969—sought to resume dumping in 
the Pacific.219  The United States, which had stopped dumping in 1970 on 
deciding it was not the cheapest disposal option, observed the moratori-
um.220 

When the 1985 assessment reached no conclusion on risks of low-level 
dumping, parties passed a resolution to extend the voluntary moratorium 
indefinitely.  The resolution also created a new expert panel tasked with 
providing further information on “scientific, political, legal, economic, and 
social dimensions” of dumping by 1993.221  Support for the moratorium re-
mained uneven: The United States and United Kingdom both stressed its 
voluntary nature, while Russia and Japan declined to sign the resolution.222 

Disagreement persisted during the second moratorium period, but mo-
mentum gradually shifted against dumping.  While the United Kingdom and 
France lobbied against strengthening the moratorium to a ban, Japan and the 
United States reversed to support a permanent binding prohibition.223  Pub-
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lic pressure moved some countries to find alternative disposal methods.  
The United Kingdom, for example, planned to continue violating the mora-
torium, but was forced to stop when its seafarers’ union refused to handle 
radioactive waste.224 

Russia blatantly violated the moratorium.  In contrast to Russia’s offi-
cial position during the moratorium that it had not dumped and did not plan 
to, a 1993 report disclosed that the Soviet Union had dumped routinely and 
Russia planned to continue.225  In October 1993, Russia dumped hundreds 
of tons in the Sea of Japan, with no attempt at concealment.226  When 
charged by Greenpeace with violating international law, the Russian Envi-
ronment Minister replied that there was no violation because the Conven-
tion did not prohibit such dumping, the moratorium was voluntary, and 
Russia had not joined it.227 

The expert assessment was little help in resolving these disputes.  Over 
six years work, the Panel found no evidence of significant impacts from 
dumping, but balanced this conclusion with general statements about the 
importance of protecting the marine environment.  Parties were thus able to 
use its ambiguous reports to support opposing positions,228 but most nation-
al positions had shifted away from dumping by that time.  At their 1993 
meeting, parties amended the Convention to ban dumping of any radioac-
tive wastes, with provision for review at 25-year intervals.229  Five countries 
abstained—Russia, China, the United Kingdom, France, and Belgium—but 
none voted against the ban,230 which was subsequently incorporated into the 
1996 London Protocol.231 

While they observed the ban, the United Kingdom, France, and Japan 
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continued to argue it was a needless concession to public fears, and that 
ocean disposal was the most environmentally sound approach to low-level 
waste.232  Russia initially stated it planned to continue dumping233 but 
changed plans on receiving a promise of Japanese aid to build a processing 
facility in Eastern Russia and became bound by the ban on withdrawing its 
objection in 2005.234 

Adopted under substantial disagreement, the voluntary moratorium was 
ostensibly a response to uncertain environmental risk, to be resolved based 
on scientific assessment.  Multiple assessments, however, were unable to 
draw clear conclusions on risk or provide a basis for policy.  Instead, even 
those states most attached to dumping eventually succumbed to sustained 
political pressure and the moratorium hardened into a ban. 

6. Commercial Whaling 

By the mid-twentieth century, uncontrolled whaling had brought col-
lapse of most commercial whale stocks.  In response, fifteen whaling na-
tions in 1946 adopted the International Convention for the Regulation of 
Whaling (ICRW), which established the International Whaling Commission 
(IWC).235  The IWC was charged to ensure orderly development of the 
whaling industry236 by establishing catch limits, based on advice from a 
Scientific Committee and adopted or changed by three-quarters majority 
vote.237 

Over the next three decades, the whaling industry was buffeted by de-
clining demand, technological change, and the growth of environmental-
ism.238  Its greatest challenge came from worldwide “save the whales” cam-
paigns, motivated by concerns about both species survival and the ethics of 
whaling.239  Conflict over whaling played out in the politics of harvest lim-
its and IWC membership.  Through the 1960s, the IWC ignored its Scien-
tific Committee’s advice and set catch limits unsustainably high.  Stocks 
declined and opposition to whaling intensified.240  The United States, for-
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merly a major whaling state, prohibited trade in whale products in 1972.241  
The same year, the U.N. Conference on the Human Environment recom-
mended a ten-year moratorium.242  Anti-whaling states joined the IWC, 
shifting control away from whaling states, and the United States and Aus-
tralia led anti-whaling states in proposing a moratorium on commercial 
whaling.243 

By 1982, IWC membership had grown to 37 states and anti-whaling 
forces pushed through a decision setting all commercial catch limits to zero, 
based on concerns about extinction, uncertain population data, and the hu-
maneness of whaling.244  This de facto moratorium took effect in 1986, to be 
re-assessed based on a 1990 report on sustainable catch levels from the Sci-
entific Committee.245 

Both the ICRW text and the moratorium decision state that catch limits 
should be based on scientific advice,246 but the Scientific Committee’s as-
sessments of stocks and safe catch levels have had little influence on par-
ties’ positions on the moratorium.247  Their 1990 report concluded that some 
stocks could be sustainably harvested with quotas,248 but parties declined to 
lift the moratorium until new management procedures were adopted to en-
sure catch limits were observed.249  This decision prompted outrage from 
whaling states and the resignation of the Scientific Committee’s chair-
man.250  Discussion on these management procedures has stalled since, as 
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anti-whaling parties continue to block attempts to lift the moratorium.251 

The moratorium is not a complete prohibition, but includes exceptions 
that allow some whaling to continue. It only covers commercial whaling, 
allowing whaling for research or aboriginal subsistence.252  In addition, any 
state may claim an exemption from an IWC decision by objecting within 
ninety days.253  Japan, Norway, the Soviet Union, and Peru objected to the 
moratorium, although Japan and Peru later withdrew their objections.254  
Japan has kept whaling throughout the moratorium, first based on its objec-
tion, then at lower levels (still thousands of whales) under the research ex-
ception.255  Iceland left the IWC in 1992 and rejoined in 2002, with a reser-
vation to the moratorium whose legality is disputed.256  Norway resumed 
whaling in 1993, as its objection allows, and also joined Iceland, Greenland, 
and the Faroe Islands to establish a new international whaling institution.257   

The issue remains deadlocked.  The moratorium remains formally in 
place while the most determined whaling states find ways to continue com-
mercial harvests—albeit at much lower levels than before the moratorium.  
Japan, Iceland, and Norway continue to advocate resumed whaling in the 
IWC, where there are recent signs anti-whaling forces may be losing their 
safe majority.  Japan continuously recruits pro-whaling states to join, and is 
regularly accused of buying votes with aid to small states.258  The intensity 
of continuing conflict, including periodic violent confrontations at sea be-
tween whaling vessels and anti-whaling groups,259 has led many observers 
to speculate that the regime is not sustainable.260  
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7. Intellectual Property Non-Violation Complaints under WTO 

Several treaties in the world trade regime, including the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), allow World Trade Organization 
(WTO) members to file a “non-violation complaint” against another state 
whose actions impair a reasonably expected treaty benefit, even if the ac-
tions do not violate a treaty.261  GATT founders allowed non-violation 
complaints because many measures unregulated by a tariff treaty, such as 
domestic subsidies, can disrupt competition between domestic and imported 
goods and so frustrate treaty goals.262  Non-violation complaints are espe-
cially controversial in the area of intellectual property rights.263  Due to 
sharp disagreement, mainly along North-South lines, the 1994 Agreement 
on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) includes 
a moratorium on non-violation complaints.264 

TRIPS aims to establish minimum standards of intellectual property (IP) 
rights protection and enforcement for all members.265  Its negotiations were 
difficult and the treaty remains controversial, reflecting the importance of 
technology in trade, and variation among states in technological capacity 
and how they value IP rights.266  Some states argued that standards for IP 
differ from other trade commitments in ways that make non-violation com-
plaints inappropriate.  The main concern was that non-violation complaints 
could create de facto IP standards stricter than states have accepted in nego-
tiations.267  The European Union, for example, feared the United States 
might file non-violation complaints to demand access to EU markets, when 
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TRIPS provides only protection of IP rights in that market.268  Developing 
countries feared non-violation complaints against their drug price-control 
regulations, even though TRIPS does not address price controls.269  In con-
trast, the United States and Switzerland argued non-violation complaints are 
necessary to prevent members from undermining TRIPS through inappro-
priately narrow interpretations of its scope.270  After heated debate with lit-
tle progress, negotiators adopted a five-year moratorium on non-violation 
complaints.271 

The moratorium successfully delayed conflict that threatened adoption 
of TRIPS, but there has since been little progress.272  Instead, parties have 
repeatedly extended the moratorium without substantive discussion,273 and 
the full range of resolutions—allow complaints with various processes to 
resolve them, ban them, or continue the moratorium—remains on the ta-
ble.274  The moratorium thus provides a continuing, partial victory that 
serves the interests of the majority of members in the absence of a negotiat-
ed resolution. 

B.  Moratoria for Controversial Science and Technology 

A second subject-matter area where moratoria are frequently proposed 
is in controversial areas of scientific research or technology.  We review 
five cases, all related to advances in biomedical research and its applica-
tions.  This imbalance in scientific fields is not our choice, but reflects the 
greater controversy over advances in biomedical science over recent dec-
ades. 

1. Recombinant DNA Research 

The early 1970s development of recombinant DNA (rDNA) techniques 
promised vast advances in scientific understanding and clinical applications.  
These techniques made it possible to remove, insert, or combine genetic 
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material from different sources.  Publication of the first successful rDNA 
manipulations in 1972275 triggered alarm among researchers, about risks 
and other implications of the work.  After discussion of the new capabilities 
at a June 1973 Gordon Research Conference, conference organizers wrote 
to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) president, proposing a commit-
tee to assess risks of rDNA research and recommend research guidelines to 
control them.276  Concerns included health and environmental risks from 
altered organisms that might escape the lab, and potential misuse of the 
ability to manipulate the genetic basis of life.277   

The NAS committee, comprised of a dozen eminent scientists, submit-
ted a report in July 1974 recommending that: 

until the potential hazards of [rDNA] molecules have been better evaluat-
ed or until adequate methods are developed for preventing their spread, 
scientists throughout the world join with the members of this committee 
in voluntarily deferring [two] types of experiments [judged to pose the 
most severe hazards].278 

The immediate aim of the moratorium was to allow time to convene an in-
ternational scientific meeting to further consider risks and responses.279  
The report also called on the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to develop 
operational guidelines to minimize risks of rDNA research.280  Although 
some researchers disputed that the hazards were severe enough to warrant 
the voluntary moratorium, they nevertheless universally observed it.281 

The international meeting convened in February 1975 at Asilomar, Cali-
fornia, gathering scientists, lawyers, officials, and journalists.282  The meet-
ing report categorized experiments by estimated risk and recommended 
safety measures that varied accordingly, with many elements based on ex-
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isting laboratory practices for research on highly infectious agents.283  The 
conference concluded the moratorium should be lifted and rDNA research 
resumed with these safety measures, except for two types judged too risky 
given available control capabilities.284  Just as the moratorium was adopted 
over some objection, Asilomar participants made the decision to narrow the 
moratorium over strong opposition from a minority.285  As Berg recounts, 
“[s]ome scientists, and public officials as well, were certain that recombi-
nant DNA research was flirting with disaster and that lifting the moratorium 
was a blunder. . . .”286 

NIH had already established a Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee 
(RAC) to develop guidelines for federally funded research, which began 
work right after Asilomar.  Despite skepticism from scientists, the NIH Di-
rector insisted that work on the guidelines include public hearings.287  Alt-
hough NIH only had authority over federally funded research, the RAC de-
veloped the guidelines expecting that all researchers and funders would ob-
serve them.  Judging it crucial to retain flexibility and to issue the guide-
lines quickly lest support for the still-voluntary Asilomar guidelines 
erode,288 NIH decided not to issue the guidelines as binding regulations.289  
They were nevertheless adopted by all federal research agencies, and by 
most private biotechnology firms—who were eager to signal prudence and 
avoid the tighter constraints being proposed in Congressional bills.290  NIH 
began revising the guidelines within months of their release, as evidence 
mounted that Asilomar participants and the RAC had overestimated risks of 
research.291 

The voluntary moratorium was a reaction to acute uncertainty about 
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risks.  Its main purpose was to buy time to assess risks and develop risk-
management practices.  Despite intense incentives to proceed with research, 
and disagreement over the need for the moratorium, all researchers com-
plied.292  Researchers clearly had interests in proactively managing risks to 
forestall others imposing less apt or more burdensome restrictions,293 but 
their response also reflected precaution in the face of uncertain and poten-
tially severe consequences.294  Despite significant disagreement over relax-
ing the moratorium, it became clear within a few years that risks were less 
severe than feared, and the initial guidelines could be relaxed.  Subsequent 
experience, now based on millions of experiments, continues to confirm 
that view; rDNA laboratory research has not resulted in any hazardous inci-
dent.295 

2. Fetal Research 

Stem cells derived from human embryos hold great value for research 
and medical treatment, because they can develop into any cell type.296  Re-
searchers can collect human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) from embryos 
left over from in vitro fertilization (IVF), or through cloning.297  Because 
extracting stem cells usually destroys the embryo, hESC research raises 
moral controversy.  A majority of the U.S. public supports hESC re-
search,298 but some groups, including the Catholic Church, judge the de-
struction of human embryos an assault on the sanctity of life.299   

In the controversy following U.S. legalization of abortion in 1973,300 
one widespread worry was expanded research using aborted fetuses.301  In 
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response, the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (now the 
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)), suspended funding 
for research on living embryos or fetuses.302  In 1974, Congress formalized 
the suspension into a four-month moratorium, pending advice from the Na-
tional Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects.303  Based on the 
Commission’s recommendations, DHHS enacted regulations for embryonic 
research in 1975 and lifted the moratorium – but with a catch.304  The regu-
lations required review of proposals by the NIH Ethics Advisory Board 
(EAB),305 but the EAB charter and funding expired in 1980 and were never 
renewed. 

In 1985, Congress replaced this de facto moratorium with a legal prohi-
bition.306  This new prohibition lasted until 1993, when President Clinton 
persuaded Congress to lift it.307  After Republicans took control in 1995, 
Congress re-suspended funding of research in which an embryo is “de-
stroyed, discarded, or knowingly subjected to risk of injury or death greater 
than that allowed for research on fetuses in utero,” via a budget amend-
ment—the Dickey-Wicker Amendment.308  Congress has attached a version 
of this amendment to every DHHS appropriations bill since, thereby contin-
ually renewing the funding prohibition.309 

Meanwhile, rapid growth of IVF techniques and scientific progress—
including the first isolation of hESCs in 1998310—raised demands for feder-
al funding.  The language of the amendment gave room for President 
George W. Bush to allow federal funding for research on preexisting hESC 
lines311 and cells derived without harming an embryo,312 while maintaining 
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the prohibition for newly created hESC lines.313  President Obama expand-
ed federal funding to new lines in 2009.  Federal funding guidelines now 
allow research on cell lines from donated IVF embryos, subject to strict in-
formed consent requirements,314 but the Dickey-Wicker Amendment re-
mains in place.315 

The setbacks to hESC research have been substantial, particularly for 
early-stage research that may have high scientific value but is too remote 
from clinical or commercial application to attract private funding.316  The 
moratoria and prohibitions forced researchers to choose between abandon-
ing high-promise research, re-locating somewhere with fewer funding re-
strictions, or engaging in practices of uncertain legality.317  Yet it was obvi-
ous that federal funding restrictions could not pretend to stop all hESC re-
search, since state and privately funded research continued throughout.318  
The moratoria thus depended on categorical distinctions that were artificial, 
cumbersome, and of suspect moral validity. 

3. Human Cloning 

The theoretical possibility of cloning animals, including humans, has 
been recognized since the early 20th Century.319  A key advance occurred in 
1996, when a Scottish team cloned Dolly the sheep through somatic-cell 
nuclear transfer (SCNT), the transfer of the nucleus from a somatic (body) 
cell into an egg cell stripped of its nucleus.  Dolly was the first mammal 
successfully cloned from an adult cell.320  Within two weeks of the Dolly 
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announcement, researchers in Oregon announced the first primate clon-
ing.321 

The implications of these advances were vast, as was the potential for 
controversy.  Cloning human cells and genes promised great scientific and 
therapeutic benefits,322 but human reproductive cloning raised strong objec-
tions.  Some objections concerned risks to clones, based on signs they might 
be at risk of deformities or premature aging.323  Others concerned the mo-
rality of cloning and its potential uses, e.g., creating people with pre-
selected traits, creating people for instrumental purposes, or the prospect of 
repugnant societies based on genetic manipulation, such as portrayed in 
Huxley’s dystopic 1931 novel, BRAVE NEW WORLD.324  As the President’s 
Council on Bioethics summarized, 

[P]eople do not regard this as just another new technology. . . .  The no-
tion of cloning raises issues about identity and individuality, . . . the dif-
ference between procreation and manufacture, and the relationship be-
tween the generations.  It also raises new questions about . . . the freedom 
and value of biomedical inquiry, our obligation to heal the sick . . . , and 
protection owed to nascent human life.325 

Although the ability to clone humans was still some distance away, its 
evident ethical problems and fears of misuse prompted federal action.  Ten 
days after the Dolly announcement, President Clinton ordered that “no fed-
eral funds shall be allocated for the cloning of human beings.”326  Clinton 
also called on the newly formed National Bioethics Advisory Commission 
(NBAC) to examine within ninety days the moral and legal implications of 
human cloning,327 and asked privately funded researchers to adopt a volun-
tary moratorium “until [the NBAC] and our entire Nation have had a real 
chance to understand and debate the profound ethical implications of the 
latest advances.”328  The Biotechnology Industry Organization immediately 
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announced a moratorium on human cloning pending the NBAC review, 
while also declaring that “research involving duplication of cellular material 
has . . . enormous potential benefits for society,” and urging Clinton to op-
pose “any hastily drafted laws . . . that may, however well intentioned, in-
advertently also ban this valuable research.”329 

Given its tight deadline, the NBAC focused narrowly on cloning to cre-
ate a child via SCNT330 and concluded that human reproductive cloning “is 
morally unacceptable.”331  The Commission had difficulty reaching agree-
ment on ethical issues, however, so its reasoning for this conclusion relied 
prominently on health risks to the cloned embryo or child, although also 
mentioning other concerns.332  They recommended maintaining the federal 
funding and voluntary private moratoria, and also enacting legislation to 
formalize a comprehensive three- to five-year moratorium.  They cautioned 
that legislation should be drafted narrowly, to avoid stifling valuable re-
search that does not pose the same risks.333  President Clinton subsequently 
proposed legislation to enact a five-year moratorium on human cloning by 
SCNT.334  Multiple scientific societies adopted voluntary five-year morato-
ria with the same scope,335 while other bills to restrict cloning flooded Con-
gress and state legislatures.336  

Pressure for federal action rose in 1998, following one scientist’s pro-
vocative announcement that he intended to clone humans before Congress 
prohibited it.337  The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) responded by 
announcing it had jurisdiction over human cloning, so any experiment con-
ducted without its approval would be illegal.338  FDA control was insuffi-
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cient to calm concern about rogue scientists, however, and federal lawmak-
ers proposed several new bills, including one, S. 1601, that criminalized any 
use of SCNT to create human embryos.339  This broad scope alarmed re-
searchers that over-inclusive legislation might unnecessarily prohibit valua-
ble research.  Drug companies, medical organizations, and research groups 
mobilized against S. 1601 and other “poorly crafted legislation,”340 arguing 
that FDA jurisdiction and voluntary moratoria gave enough protection and 
were preferable to federal regulation.341  The campaign culminated in a suc-
cessful filibuster of S. 1601, and no other cloning law came to a vote that 
session. 

There have since been multiple unsuccessful attempts to pass federal 
legislation restricting cloning,342 as well as failed attempts to promote an 
international convention on cloning.343  Restrictions or prohibitions on clon-
ing are in place in multiple U.S. states and countries,344 but scientific ad-
vances have developed new techniques that fall outside the scope of nar-
rowly or inaptly drafted laws, allowing technologies to keep progressing.345 

In this case, voluntary moratoria on the riskiest, most controversial ap-
plication of a new technology helped calm public fear and forestall restric-
tive regulation.  But while ethical concerns drove calls for moratoria, 
achieving clarity and agreement how to apply ethical principles in regula-
tions has been difficult, leading to a persistent focus on concrete risks that 
are likely to decline with scientific progress.  The case illustrates the chal-
lenge of defining the scope of technology controls under rapid progress, and 
suggests a general dilemma in design of moratorium: they face dual risks, of 
being overbroad and unnecessarily restricting high-value research, or over-
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specific and thus only effective in the short term, eroding over time to a 
symbolic commitment and a bureaucratic burden of little real effect. 

4. Viral Gain-of-Function Research  

In 2011, influenza researchers in Wisconsin and the Netherlands 
sparked global controversy by announcing they had modified the highly 
pathogenic avian flu virus H5N1 to be transmissible between mammals.346  
The modified virus, if released, is potentially able to trigger a global pan-
demic.347  These “gain-of-function” studies were so alarming that U.S. and 
Dutch regulators initially tried to limit publication,348 although both were 
subsequently published in March 2012.349  Some scientists and citizens ar-
gued against publication based on risks the modified virus would be used 
for biological warfare or terrorism, while others judged the risk of release so 
great the research should not be done at all.350  Influenza researchers re-
sponded that they were adequately managing the risks and the research was 
essential to understand how to prevent and respond to future outbreaks.351 

In response to mounting scientific and public criticism, thirty-nine lead-
ing influenza researchers announced a voluntary sixty-day moratorium on 
H5N1 gain-of-function research in January 2012.  The stated purpose of the 
moratorium was: 

to provide time to explain the public health benefits of this work, to de-
scribe the measures in place to minimize possible risks, and to enable or-
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ganizations and governments around the world to review their policies . . . 
regarding these experiments.352 

As controversy persisted, the researchers announced an indefinite exten-
sion to the voluntary moratorium in March 2012.353  One participant de-
scribed the moratorium as a reaction to “horror that scientists were brewing 
up deadly diseases.  It became clear that the public needed reassurance and 
justification about these experiments.”354   

Through 2012, researchers and regulators discussed safety practices and 
the benefits and risks of the research at several meetings, including a two-
day international workshop at NIH in December,355 while several countries 
and the World Health Organization worked on new research guidelines.356 

In February 2013, the researchers who adopted the moratorium an-
nounced they would resume research in countries that had approved guide-
lines,357 but controversy persisted.358  The risk assessment called for by 
NIH had not been completed,359 nor had most jurisdictions (including the 
United States) adopted specific regulations or guidelines for research safety.  
Moreover, it was widely perceived that the debate had been dominated by a 
small circle of insiders.  As one critic wrote in a NATURE commentary, “Ra-
ther than use the avian flu moratorium to seek advice, listen and foster de-
bate, many influenza scientists engaged in an academic exercise of self-
justification.”360  At the only meeting to engage broader participation, a past 
president of the Royal Society stated that, “on the balance of probabilities, 
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going ahead and lifting the moratorium is more dangerous than not going 
ahead.”361 

Concern grew further in 2014, following several biosafety lapses at sup-
posedly secure U.S. federal labs.362  In response, in October 2014 the 
Obama Administration announced a new moratorium on federal funding of 
gain-of-function studies on influenza and the respiratory viruses MERS and 
SARS “until a robust and broad deliberative process is completed that re-
sults in the adoption of a new [federal] gain-of-function research policy.”363  
The administration also requested voluntary stoppage of privately funded 
studies pending completion of a risk assessment by the National Science 
Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) and National Research Council 
(NRC).364  It is expected that when this assessment and development of new 
controls are completed (estimated to take one year), the moratorium will be 
lifted.365  This new moratorium has affected only about two-dozen experi-
ments,366 but remains controversial.367  Some researchers claim it jeopard-
izes routine studies needed to design and test seasonal influenza vaccines 
and hinders efforts to stem the ongoing MERS epidemic.  Others express 
broader objections to government interference with research.368   
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Here, as with rDNA research, the initial moratorium was motivated by 
concerns about both direct and indirect risks of research, and adopted vol-
untarily by scientists.  In this case, however, there were stronger concerns 
about researchers’ willingness to subject safety practices to outside scrutiny.  
Researchers’ statements suggested they viewed the main problem as un-
founded fear, and the voluntary moratorium as a tactic to instruct the public 
and officials while keeping control internal. It failed in that aim, as wide-
spread perception of inadequate consultation and widely reported biosecuri-
ty lapses inflamed controversy and prompted the broader federal moratori-
um.  In both the rDNA and viral-research cases, safety protocols developed 
under the moratoria did not address indirect risks related to how the re-
search could be used, such as intentionally creating dangerous viruses.  
Even critics of the decision to resume research express perhaps excessive 
confidence in quantitative risk assessment, given the potential importance 
of hard to quantify risks related to lapses in safety performance or inten-
tional misuse.369 

5. E.U. Genetically Modified Crop Authorizations  

Crops with genetic modifications for desired traits such as pest re-
sistance, improved nutrition, and reduced spoilage were developed in the 
1980s, and widely marketed by the late 1990s.370  Genetically modified 
(GM) varieties now make up most U.S. planting of several major crops,371 
and smaller but substantial fractions worldwide.372  Multiple scientific re-
views have concluded that the health and environmental risks of GM crops 
are similar to those of conventional crops.373  Yet GM crops have faced per-
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sistent concerns about risks such as biodiversity reduction, pesticide re-
sistance, and ecosystem disruption.374  Additional, more politically inflected 
concerns include the prospect of GMOs exacerbating North-South power 
disparities, or that industry-captured regulators will not adequately control 
GMO-related risks.375 

Based on such concerns, several environmental groups campaigned in 
the 1980s and 1990s for a worldwide moratorium on environmental release 
of GMOs pending adoption of an international treaty regulating their use.376  
Opposition was especially strong in Europe, where the Green Party held 
political influence and the early 1990s “Mad Cow” crisis had reduced pub-
lic trust in the food industry.377  By the late 1990s, majorities in multiple 
European countries disapproved of GMO development,378 and vandalism 
repeatedly disrupted field trials.379 

At the E.U. level, dispute focused on licensing GM crops for planting or 
import as food or animal feed.  Under a 1990 Directive, licensing a new 
crop required an environmental risk assessment, approval by the European 
Commission and Council, and review in the country first proposed for mar-
keting the new variety.380  The Directive included a safeguard clause that let 
each member state block a variety in their territory even after E.U. approval, 
based on “justifiable” concern it “constitutes a risk to human health or the 
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environment.”381  In operation, this approval process was quite precaution-
ary; although the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) consistently 
found GM crops safe and recommended approval, the Commission author-
ized only two over eight years.  Even these approvals met strong opposition, 
from the European Parliament and some member states.382 

It was clear by the late 1990s that the Directive needed revision.383  In 
1999, twelve member states—enough to block the qualified majority need-
ed to approve licensing at the Council—announced plans to suspend further 
GMO authorizations pending stricter regulations for risk assessment, trace-
ability, and labeling.384  Several states also used the safeguard clause or oth-
er means to block national authorization.385  Although this period is widely 
considered a de facto moratorium on GMO authorizations,386 the official 
E.U. position is that there was never a moratorium—merely the “reasonable 
attitude of a prudent government . . . faced with scientific complexity and 
uncertainty” in the “normal process of assessment.”387 

New regulations enacted in 2001 and 2003 did not end internal conflict, 
but added procedures to surmount deadlocks.388  The first E.U. approval 
under the new procedures occurred in April 2004 and others have trickled 
through since, although nine states still block GMO cultivation in their terri-
tory.389  Late 2014 saw hints of a compromise, with acceptance of continued 
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national bans in return for further easing of E.U.-wide approvals.390 

This case pitted pro-GMO economic interests of large agricultural firms 
and exporting nations against anti-GMO economic interests of some E.U. 
farmers plus a set of expansive risk concerns based on a mix of generalized 
anxiety about new technologies, distrust of agribusiness, and moral princi-
ples.391  Given intractable intra-E.U. conflict, the de facto moratorium may 
have served aggregate E.U. interests better than available alternatives,392 
while also representing a multi-year victory for opponents.  The moratorium 
did not help reduce conflict by clarifying and resolving risks, for several 
reasons: partly because concern over uncertain health and environmental 
risks was only one of several motivations for opposition, partly because 
GMO opponents distrusted the expert assessment body, and partly because 
it was never acknowledged as an intentional suspension to serve this pur-
pose.393  The moratorium may, however, have helped reduce conflict by a 
cruder mechanism: exhausting both sides to the point they were willing to 
retreat from absolutist positions.  The recent proposal, which shows promise 
by virtue of being denounced by both sides, may represent a step in that di-
rection.394 

IV. A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING HISTORICAL MORATORIA 

The cases above show that moratoria on similar subject matter can vary 
substantially in their context, intended purposes, and effects. In this part, we 
present a categorization of moratoria into three ideal types based on intend-
ed purpose.  This categorization provides a more consistent basis to distin-
guish moratorium aims, the mechanisms by which they may provide bene-
fits, and the conditions for them to do so, and thereby provides more useful 
guidance for crafting future moratoria.  The types are: 

1) Risk-management moratoria: moratoria proposed to enable risk 
assessment, regulation, and management for activities that may pose 
serious and imperfectly understood health or environmental risks;  
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2) Principled-conflict moratoria: moratoria proposed as landmarks 
in situations of intractable conflict over an activity that some parties 
judge wrong independent of its risks or other consequences; 

3) Bargaining moratoria: moratoria proposed as bargaining tools to 
help reach agreement or resolve conflict in situations where parties 
have well understood material interests. 

Categorizing moratoria by purpose presumes some degree of alignment 
among actors in the purposes they assign to the moratorium.  A slim majori-
ty of our cases lie cleanly within one type, but cases can have elements of 
more than one type if a moratorium’s purposes are ambiguous, vary among 
actors, change over time, or are misrepresented.  The three types also vary 
in the subsequent processes that operate under the moratorium to promote 
more confident or less controversial subsequent decisions about the sus-
pended activity.  For each type, we discuss the circumstances in which mor-
atoria are proposed, the moratoria’s intended purposes, and the conditions 
for success at advancing those purposes.  We then briefly discuss interme-
diate cases. 

A.  Risk-Management Moratoria 

Risk-management moratoria are proposed when an activity is perceived 
to pose serious and imperfectly understood risks of harm, with the aim of 
enabling risk assessment and control.  These cases share three basic charac-
teristics.  First, moratorium proponents perceive an activity to carry risks of 
harm (environmental, health, safety, economic, or social) that are potential-
ly severe, weakly understood, and perhaps irreversible.  Second, proponents 
judge these risks to be inadequately controlled, due to either lack of 
knowledge how to control them or lack of legal authority, effective regula-
tory mechanisms, or political support.  Third, continuance of the activity is 
perceived to increase risks or undermine attempts to assess and control 
them, usually because the activity is expanding rapidly.  Under such condi-
tions, individual decisions to slow or stop the activity are ineffective: allow-
ing time to assess risks and develop responses requires a collective suspen-
sion.  Of our cases, the moratoria on rDNA and viral research fall cleanly 
into this type, while those on dumping, whaling, cloning, and GMOs are 
mixed cases partly of this type. 

The activity targeted by a risk-management moratorium is often new, 
such as a new technology or area of scientific research, with weakly under-
stood consequences.  This is not necessary, however; it is also possible that 
advancing knowledge or rapid expansion can raise concern about a long-
standing activity’s risks (e.g., whaling), or that uncertainty about risks may 
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persist a long time if relevant data and knowledge are weak (e.g., dumping). 

If a moratorium is adopted for risk-management purposes, specific im-
plications follow for its scope, actors, and termination conditions.  Its scope 
must cover the risky activities of concern, yet not obstruct the research, as-
sessment, or policy-development activities needed to assess risks and de-
velop effective control measures. 

The actors supporting or even initiating a risk-management moratorium 
can include insiders, parties engaging in the activity of concern.  Insiders 
may support a moratorium because they share aims of rational risk man-
agement and limiting societal harms, and are willing to accept reasonable 
risk-related controls on the activity. Yet even if insiders are not mainly mo-
tivated by such public-interest concerns, or do not think prudent risk control 
requires a moratorium, they may still judge it in their collective interest to 
support one if they think outsiders are sufficiently alarmed.  Supporting a 
moratorium can signal that insiders are concerned about risks and address-
ing them responsibly, provide time to educate policy-makers and calm pub-
lic fears, and thus help insiders keep control and avoid more burdensome 
restrictions that might otherwise be imposed from outside without their par-
ticipation. 

Insiders may thus support a moratorium for diverse reasons, and, in-
deed, may disagree about the severity of risks, the need for a moratorium, 
and the justification for its subsequent removal or relaxation—as the rDNA 
and viral research cases variously illustrate.395  Whatever the range of insid-
ers’ reasons for support, a voluntary moratorium can surmount the collec-
tive-action problem that obstructs individual efforts to slow or stop the ac-
tivity, by coordinating choices and exerting normative pressure on those 
less inclined to join.  Funding or regulatory authorities can further ease the 
collective-action problem by providing additional incentives or enforceable 
rules, or indeed may impose a moratorium even without insider support—
e.g., if insiders disagree about the seriousness of risks, do not trust outsiders 
to regulate them sensibly, or cannot overcome their internal collective-
action problems.  Consequently, although our two clearest risk-management 
cases include insider support, we do not identify this as an essential condi-
tion of the type. 

A moratorium is only the first step toward effectively managing risks.  
Other required elements include the assessment and regulatory development 
processes, plus subsequent decisions to resume, limit, or regulate the activi-
ty.  A moratorium cannot be held responsible for all parts of effective risk 
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control, but only for how it enables and contributes to this broader process.  
To this end, its termination conditions must be strict enough to engender 
confidence that it has allowed effective risk-assessment and regulatory pro-
cesses to proceed, so subsequent decisions are perceived as prudent and le-
gitimate. 

The two cases that fall cleanly into this type illustrate the variation in 
outcomes possible among insider-led risk-management moratoria, one high-
ly effective and one less so.  In the rDNA research case, insiders strongly 
supported the proposed moratorium.  Risk assessment and regulatory devel-
opment advanced rapidly under the moratorium.  Controls focused mainly 
on distinguishing experiments by expected risk and adapting well-known 
laboratory containment strategies, whose further development the moratori-
um did not hinder.  The moratorium and new controls built sufficient sup-
port for partial resumption of the risky experiments, albeit over some dis-
sent.  The subsequent enforceable guidelines allowed research to flourish 
but were nonetheless conservative, allowing later relaxation with no mis-
haps.  The viral research case provides the counter-example of a moratori-
um biased too strongly toward insider interests, with the accompanying risk 
assessment and controls viewed as so permissive that they increased outside 
concern and opposition (albeit together with widely publicized lab-safety 
failures).  The resolution of the case, following imposition of a broader 
moratorium by federal funding agencies, is pending as we write. 

B.  Principled-Conflict Moratoria 

These moratoria are proposed in the context of intractable conflict over 
an activity, whose opponents judge it wrong based on moral or ideological 
principles.  Because principled opposition is not based on consequences that 
can be mitigated, opponents tend to judge risk assessment or regulation 
(short of a ban) to be inadequate or irrelevant.  Principled opposition also 
tends to be categorical, in that opponents perceive no benefit in compromise 
but instead prefer to keep fighting for full resolution in their favor.  While 
this type is defined by at least some of the contested activity’s opponents 
acting from principled motives, supporters’ motives can be variable, includ-
ing opposing principles, advancing knowledge, or commercial interests.  In 
our cases, this type applies clearly to fetal research and partly to dumping, 
whaling, cloning, and Antarctic mining.  In these cases, at least some actors 
sought a moratorium because they judged the contested activity (using em-
bryos, killing whales, disrupting the Antarctic environment for commerce, 
procreation through cloning) to be intrinsically wrong. 

Given these cases’ strong and persistent conflict, the purposes and effec-
tiveness of a moratorium cannot be characterized in aggregate, but must be 
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considered separately for opponents and supporters of the contested activi-
ty.  A moratorium is a real but partial victory for principled opponents and a 
partial defeat for supporters—with the degree of victory and defeat related 
to the moratorium’s scope, binding character, and termination conditions.  
Opponents would prefer a full ban, but presumably lack the support or au-
thority needed to secure one.  Given these limits, they may favor a morato-
rium because they see it as offering a ban in all but name,396 or as a salient 
benchmark of success around which to rally supporters.397  Alternatively, 
they may expect conditions to shift in their favor under the moratorium, due 
to shifts in external factors or their own continuing advocacy, so they are 
subsequently able to keep the moratorium indefinitely or harden it into a 
full prohibition. 

The activities subject to a principled-conflict moratorium can be old or 
new—long-standing practices on which values have shifted (e.g., whaling 
and dumping), or new activities that threaten present moral values (e.g., 
stem cells and cloning)—but the impact and significance of a moratorium 
differs in the two cases.  A moratorium on a long-practiced activity repre-
sents a major victory for opponents.  It shifts the politics of the issue by 
changing the status quo, and may also shift political alignments by disrupt-
ing existing economic interests, as the dumping case illustrates.  A morato-
rium on a new activity, in contrast, will be less disruptive of existing inter-
ests simply because these interests are newer and less established.  Such a 
moratorium may also be less stable, because the nature of the contested ac-
tivity, the basis for opposition, and the boundary between principled and 
risk concerns can be more ambiguous and labile under scientific and tech-
nological progress when the contested activity is new—as the cloning and 
fetal-research cases illustrate. 

In seeking a moratorium rather than a ban, principled opponents aim to 
broaden support to include actors with other motivations, including risk-
based concerns.  As a result, principled-conflict moratoria may be accom-
panied by establishment of risk-assessment processes, even though these are 
unlikely to change the views of leading opponents.  Any assessment process 
so created is awkwardly situated.  It may be tasked with resolving questions 
that appear scientific in form but are practically unanswerable due to limits 
in knowledge, data, or observational capabilities.398  Alternatively, it may 
be subverted, attacked, or ignored by some parties. Yet assessment process-
es can also wield more than expected influence, if the mix of actors’ moti-
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vations shifts toward concern about risks that can be informed by effective 
assessments.  Variants of marginalized assessment processes can be found 
in the dumping and whaling cases.  In the cloning case, an expert panel was 
given a broad charge including both health and bioethical risks, but framed 
its report mainly in terms of health risks to cloned people—oddly divergent 
from opponents’ main objections.  We expect pure principled-conflict 
moratoria to be uncommon, because the fact of adopting a moratorium (ra-
ther than a ban) will typically mean principled opponents had to recruit 
supporters with other motivations.  In our cases, we identify the de facto 
moratorium in the fetal-research case as the only pure principled-conflict 
case, because only here was there no attempt to motivate opposition by 
claims of uncertain risks and no recourse to an expert assessment body. 

In cases marked by substantial principled conflict, the purpose and ef-
fectiveness of a moratorium will be difficult to characterize in aggregate: 
any moratorium will benefit principled opponents of the contested activity, 
harm its supporters, and have ambiguous effect for parties motivated by 
risks who want to learn more about them.  Specifics of moratorium design 
will be similarly contested, with opponents wanting broad scope and restric-
tive termination conditions, and supporters wanting the opposite.  Our only 
general conjecture about characteristics of these moratoria is that insiders 
will never support such a moratorium: principled-conflict moratoria are im-
posed by a government or other outside authority, acting on outsiders’ con-
cerns. 

There may be ways a principled-conflict moratorium can bring broader 
benefits, but these are quite limited.  Absent the prospect of complete victo-
ry, the ambiguity a moratorium implies about the eventual fate of the con-
tested activity may be tactically helpful to leaders on both sides in mobiliz-
ing supporters, letting them claim either constructive victory or continuing 
peril according to their needs, as in the whaling case.  Alternatively, a mora-
torium may serve as a tacit agreement to restrain the most violent or aggres-
sive tactics, or otherwise mute the intensity of a conflict that is costly for 
all.399  The subsequent reduction in anti-GMO violence suggests the E.U. 
moratorium was effective in this regard, while continuing violent confronta-
tions over whaling suggest the whaling moratorium is not.  Finally, any 
moratorium, even in principled-conflict cases, may provide benefits by 
mere delay, allowing the passage of time or changes in external conditions 
to make the terms of the conflict less intractable, by reducing the value of 
the contested activity, shifting political alignments, or allowing scientific 
progress to move the activity into less morally contested space—as oc-
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curred for fetal research through development of non-embryonic stem-cell 
sources. 

C.  Bargaining Moratoria  

Risk-management and principled-conflict moratoria both target a single 
contested activity, and are distinguished by the reasons the activity is con-
tested.  The third type, bargaining moratoria, facilitates negotiated agree-
ment on matters of shared interest.  Bargaining moratoria differ from the 
prior types in two respects: they may target one crucial piece of a complex, 
multi-issue negotiation, rather than one salient contested activity; and they 
involve decisions in which parties’ interests are not dominated by either un-
certain risks or principled disagreement.  With uncertainty not dominant, 
parties can have reasonably confident views about their interests and the 
broad shape of agreements they expect to be advantageous.  With interests 
not dominated by principled conflicts, parties are less inclined to demand 
categorical resolution of the targeted issue in their favor, and more willing 
to consider compromise via linked decisions on multiple issues. 

This type is more complex and heterogeneous than the first two, mainly 
because the targets of bargaining moratoria are tightly linked to a broad de-
cision agenda.  Of our cases, Antarctic claims, the Western Gap, TRIPS 
non-violation complaints, and nuclear testing fall cleanly into this type, 
while Antarctic mining and GMOs are mixed cases.  In these cases, suitably 
crafted moratoria can help parties manage their negotiation to seek collec-
tive decisions they expect to be mutually beneficial.  This can happen in 
distributive situations involving contested resources or opposing policy po-
sitions, so long as parties expect some range of resolutions to be mutually 
advantageous.400  It can also happen in collective-action situations, where 
parties foresee joint benefits from coordinated actions coupled with risks of 
exploitation if some take those actions while others do not.401 

In these situations, moratoria can help in two related ways.  First, they 
can stop individual acts that parties find tempting but that risk obstructing 
agreement or escalating conflict, such as seizing contested resources whose 
allocation is being negotiated.  Such tempting acts may be available to all 
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parties, like investing to strengthen Antarctic territorial claims or continuing 
to test weapons during test-ban pre-negotiations.  Or they may be preferen-
tially available to some parties, like U.S. exploration in the Western Gap or 
technologically dominant states filing non-violation complaints.  In either 
case, a moratorium can remove the risk of escalation during the vulnerable 
period, by prohibiting the escalatory acts or removing the incentive to do 
them, as the Western Gap, nuclear testing, and Antarctic claims cases vari-
ously illustrate. 

A related benefit of a bargaining moratorium can be to delay considera-
tion of a divisive issue that risks stalling a larger negotiation.  Delaying hard 
issues can help parties reduce tension, build communication and trust, or 
explore creative resolutions.402  The means to implement a delay can vary.  
Sometimes, an issue can be delayed simply by not discussing it, as the orig-
inal Antarctic Treaty negotiators treated mining.  But when delay is not pos-
sible without some provisional decision, a moratorium can help.  The Ant-
arctic claims moratorium, for example, was a way to delay explicit consid-
eration of contending claims—indefinitely, as it turned out.  This moratori-
um also had the virtue of achieving this delay with no prejudice to claims’ 
subsequent resolution.  In contrast, the TRIPS case shows that such perfect 
impartiality is not necessary for a delaying moratorium to be a useful bar-
gaining aid.  With no evident way to delay addressing non-violation com-
plaints without favoring one side or the other, the moratorium provisionally 
resolved the issue in favor of the majority (developing-country) view.  Yet 
its provisional character made it more acceptable to the IP-rich minority 
than either no agreement or an outright concession, in part because it pro-
vided the chance to test in practice, without commitment, how costly the 
concession would be. 

Since bargaining moratoria are procedural tools used in widely varying 
situations, the determinants of their effectiveness and implications for their 
design depend strongly on case-specific facts.  Their scope must include 
whatever acts the parties see as tempting, provocative, and threatening to 
mutually advantageous agreement. A moratorium must also be tolerably 
even-handed, such that all parties are willing to comply.  Termination con-
ditions must let the moratorium last long enough for parties to achieve their 
shared aim—whether that is reaching agreement on just the targeted issue 
(as in the Western Gap and nuclear testing cases), or on a broader set of 
linked issues (as in the TRIPS and Antarctic governance cases). 
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As in principled-conflict cases, a moratorium that remains long in force 
may contribute to long-term accommodation, if for example, the initially 
divisive issues fade in importance over time (Antarctic claims), or the mora-
torium subtly strengthens into a new status quo that gains normative force 
even without formal agreement (as all weapons states but North Korea con-
tinue to observe test moratoria even with no treaty in force).  In these ways, 
a moratorium that stays in place for decades, even with grudging acceptance 
and no explicit subsequent agreement, may still aid conflict resolution. 

Parties to a bargaining moratorium are exclusively insiders.  These mor-
atoria are collectively adopted by bargaining parties to advance shared in-
terests.  In all our cases the adopting parties were states, but one can readily 
imagine similar tactical moves of mutual restraint in diverse bargaining 
contexts among businesses or other non-state actors, so we suspect this 
seeming regularity may be an artifact of our case selection—perhaps just 
because acts of mutual restraint are more likely to be formalized with the 
name “moratorium” when the actors are states. 

D.  Mixed Cases and Their Significance  

Several of our cases are intermediate between the ideal types.  We have 
distinguished types by parties’ principal motivations for the moratorium, 
but types are also distinguished by the kind of processes established under 
the moratorium to advance its purpose and promote stronger agreement on 
how to proceed thereafter.  For risk-management moratoria, these processes 
include research, risk assessment, and development of risk controls.  For 
principled-conflict moratoria, they are ongoing political processes to chan-
nel conflict over the contested activity.  For bargaining moratoria, they are 
negotiations for mutually advantageous agreements, enabled by the morato-
rium’s suspension of individually tempting but collectively harmful or de-
stabilizing acts.  Our focus is the moratorium, not these other processes that 
operate while it is in force: risk assessment, regulatory development, and 
bargaining have not suffered from the same lack of prior scholarly and ana-
lytic attention that we find to be the case for moratoria.  Yet the intermedi-
ate cases illustrate the potential importance of interactions between the mor-
atorium and these processes in determining whether and how progress is 
achieved in managing the contested activity. 

For example, cases lying between the risk-management and principled-
conflict types—our most frequent intermediate cases—vary in the status 
and influence of risk-assessment processes established under the moratori-
um as well as in the mix of risk concerns and principled opposition.  Where 
principled opposition is stronger, risk-assessment processes have less sup-
port, authority, and influence.  If some actors are motivated by risks but 
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take an extreme precautionary stance, their influence will be similar to (and 
indeed, may be indistinguishable from) that of principled opponents, given 
the impossibility of any assessment process fully resolving uncertainties. 

The dumping, whaling, and cloning cases illustrate various ways this 
type of mixed case can play out.  Under the dumping moratorium, assess-
ments attempted to characterize risks, but persistently ambiguous findings 
allowed both sides to use them to further entrench their positions.  Oppo-
nents eventually built enough support to harden the moratorium into a full 
prohibition by making dumping unattractive even to its former supporters, 
independent of assessment results.  In contrast, strong assessment results 
under the whaling moratorium did not help build agreement, due to persis-
tent principled conflicts.  Faced with repeated reports from the Scientific 
Committee that some species can be hunted without extinction risk, whaling 
opponents have framed their largely principled objections in risk-
assessment terms, criticizing the Committee’s methods or invoking uncer-
tainties in enforcement of quantitative catch limits or other precautionary 
arguments.  Strong assessment results have thus not helped bridge conflicts 
among the parties, and may even have contributed to increased political 
conflict and reduced legitimacy of the institutions. 

In the cloning case, ethical and legal objections were major sources of 
opponents’ concerns, but the expert body avoided addressing these, instead 
basing its recommendation for a continued funding moratorium mainly on 
projected health risks to clones.  Severe conflict has thus far been deferred, 
perhaps because research is neither advancing fast enough to provoke public 
alarm, nor so stifled by limited funding and voluntary controls as to provoke 
outrage from researchers. We suspect this situation is unstable, however, 
and heightened conflict is likely under continued research progress—due to 
either reduction in anticipated health risks to clones (undermining the osten-
sible basis for the moratorium), or development of new capabilities that 
more forcefully trigger principled opposition. 

These mixed cases suggest limits to the effectiveness of risk-assessment 
processes, and thus of pure risk-management moratoria, in the presence of 
mixed motivations.  Research and assessment processes may precisely ad-
dress some actors’ concerns, but cannot induce actors motivated by princi-
pled or extreme precautionary concerns to accept them as the basis for deci-
sions.  They must thus aim for some persuasion at the margin, while also 
recognizing their own limits and interacting with other, more overtly politi-
cal processes to pursue broader agreement. 

Mixed cases can also involve bargaining moratoria, if the saliency of 
different motivating factors and processes shifts over time.  Uncertainties 
about risks may shift or decline through research and assessment, so parties 
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come to perceive clearer and more differentiated bargaining interests.  
Shifts in perceived interests or political alignments may cause principled 
views to become subject, to some degree, to negotiation.  For example, the 
Antarctic mining moratorium is based on concern about environmental 
risks, yet allows related research and specifies conditions for future termina-
tion.  Triggering these conditions would presumably reflect some parties’ 
judgment that the (distributive) gains from mining had grown more salient 
than the (common) environmental risks.  Nations would then have high-
stakes distributive interests, with attendant risks of escalation if nations race 
to pursue resources. Termination conditions of the current moratorium ap-
pear to anticipate this risk, in that a proposal to terminate triggers five years 
further delay, allowing parties time to negotiate a new regime.  The long-
standing risk-management moratorium would thus shift in purpose, becom-
ing a bargaining moratorium to restrain exploitation while parties negotiate 
a regime for orderly mineral development. 

All the mixed cases illuminate the relationship between the moratorium 
and the processes that operate under it: assessment and regulatory develop-
ment, continued political competition, or bargaining.  The subsequent pro-
cesses carry most of the weight in determining whether there is a successful 
resolution, but the moratorium provides the setting and time for the subse-
quent processes to operate.  The moratorium cannot by itself resolve the 
conflict or solve the problem, but can by its major design characteristics and 
rhetorical framing either enable or hinder these subsequent processes that 
do. 

V. APPLYING EXPERIENCE: A MORATORIUM FOR CLIMATE ENGINEERING 

We now apply insights from our analysis of historical moratoria to con-
sider potential uses and conditions of a CE moratorium.  We consider each 
type separately, asking how well CE fits the type and what guidance can be 
drawn from it.  We then identify aspects of the CE debate that diverge from 
the historical types, and consider how these modify lessons drawn from the 
three types.   

A.  Climate Engineering and Risk-Management Moratoria 

CE has the clearest points in common with risk-management moratoria, 
because many objections to CE concern risks of direct environmental 
harms.  A moratorium aiming to address these risks would suspend poten-
tially risky activities to allow time for research and risk assessment; com-
munication among researchers, policymakers, and the public; and develop-
ment of risk controls.  These goals have several implications for moratori-
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um design.  

First, the scope of an effective risk-management moratorium must cover 
the risky activities of concern without obstructing the research, risk-
assessment, or other activities needed to learn about and control the risks.  
In the clearest historical risk-management cases, rDNA and viral research, 
drawing this boundary was straightforward because the main risks were 
failures of laboratory containment, subject to assessment and control with-
out continuing the risky experiments.403  For CE, the risks of concern arise 
mainly from radiation interventions strong and sustained enough to observ-
ably change global and regional climate.  These risks could be so severe as 
to disqualify CE, or particular methods, as acceptable components of cli-
mate response.  But learning about these risks requires research, including 
active field experiments.404  Proposed small-scale experiments present de 
minimis environmental risk, but their difference from global operational in-
terventions is of degree, not kind. 

Defining the scope of a moratorium is thus an exercise of drawing a 
boundary in a continuum, with the additional complication that even the 
dimensions in which to draw the boundary are not obvious: should it be the 
area or duration of an intervention, the mass of material injected, or some 
measure of effect such as radiative forcing?405  The appropriate scope may 
vary among intervention methods, if these differ in tradeoffs between 
knowledge and risk at different scales.406  Scope decisions must draw on 
scientific expertise to characterize tradeoffs between impact and insight for 
different proposed experiments, but expertise alone cannot dictate the deci-
sions—as several years’ failure of scientific discussions to advance this 
question suggest.  At best, scientific input can help define tradeoffs and so 
suggest a range of defensible boundaries, with decisions defining the scope 
of suspended and provisionally allowed interventions made through some 
process with broader political legitimacy.  The proposal of Parson and 
Keith407 to draw two separate thresholds—a large one marking the scope of 
a moratorium and a smaller one marking the boundary of allowed re-
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search—represents one attempt to resolve these challenges.  

The historical risk-management cases provide only a little guidance re-
garding actors adopting and bound by a moratorium, suggesting that both 
insiders and outside authorities can be involved.  Scientists interested in CE 
research have been constructive participants in moratorium debates, and 
most proposals call for a voluntary moratorium adopted initially by re-
searchers.  But there are reasons to think a CE moratorium would be more 
effective with state involvement.  The diversity of potential CE methods 
suggests that the set of researchers involved may be larger and less tightly 
linked than in prior risk-management cases, so shared norms may be less 
effective at promoting adoption and compliance.  States, as research funders 
and regulators, would have practical authority and strong normative influ-
ence over the perceived boundaries of responsible CE research.  Conse-
quently, while a voluntary, scientist-led moratorium may help stimulate de-
bates on CE governance, an effective risk-management moratorium will 
probably require government participation. 

Termination of risk moratoria is typically linked to developing the 
knowledge and controls needed to manage the risks that prompted the mora-
torium.  But for CE, adequate knowledge and control cannot be achieved in 
a single, predetermined step, so termination conditions must be adaptive.  
Early research will revise perceptions of the efficacy, risks, and relative ad-
vantages and disadvantages of different methods, and will also probably 
identify new questions and uncertainties that suggest further experiments, 
with new methods and possibly at larger scales.  These will unavoidably 
present new uncertainties and risks, which are informed but not fully re-
solved by prior research.408  The balance between knowledge and risk thus 
cannot be resolved with a one-time decision fixing what is suspended and 
what may proceed.  Rather, moratorium scope must be periodically recon-
sidered and adapted in light of advancing knowledge and changed condi-
tions.409  Like the initial scope decision, this adaptive process must integrate 
expert scientific judgments with legitimate policy judgments, with the rela-
tive priority of political legitimacy greater for larger proposed interventions. 

In view of the likely controversy over CE, the analytic and political 
challenges of such an adaptive process will be substantial.  The need for an 
adaptive process does, however, provide some guidance for initial specifica-
tion of termination conditions. The initial term should be long enough to 
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expect significant progress from early research, perhaps ten years, and 
should allow the possibility of extension with specific terms adapted in re-
sponse to new knowledge or experience.  More broadly, subsequent pro-
cesses of re-assessment and adaptation should not be designed as purely 
scientific exercises, but should admit the need, growing with the scale of 
proposed interventions, for decisions that can be explained and debated in a 
broader political setting. 

B.  Climate Engineering and Principled-Conflict Moratoria 

Some CE moratorium proposals suggest principled opposition to the en-
terprise as intrinsically wrong.410  Such opposition is evident in criticisms of 
CE as hubristic, or as promoting an exploitative relationship to the natural 
world.  The importance of principled opposition to CE can easily be over-
stated, however.  These arguments have been less prominent than those ex-
pressing risk-based concerns, and the involvement of potential CE research-
ers in moratorium proposals militates against a strong role for principled 
opposition.  Moreover, many seemingly principled objections to CE rely on 
unstated presumptions about environmental risks.  Arguments of hubris or 
technological over-reach usually presume that meddling with things beyond 
our competence is not just wrong in itself, but also bound to harm us.411  
Similarly, moral objections to CE rooted in distributive justice depend on 
assumptions about the distribution of CE’s environmental effects and re-
sultant benefits and burdens.412 

To the extent principled opposition to CE is salient in moratorium de-
bates, we expect conflict over many points of design and process. Those 
who oppose CE based on principled or highly precautionary grounds will 
seek a moratorium of broad scope, suspending research activities that would 
be allowed, even encouraged, under a risk-management moratorium.  Such 
broad scope would pose the challenge of controlling research by purpose 
rather than methods, scale, or impacts,413 and would risk over-inclusiveness, 
suspending research of high scientific value with little connection to CE.414 
Principled opponents would also tend to push for a binding moratorium, 
imposed by outside authorities; for strict termination conditions; and for 
bias in design of subsequent risk-assessment or regulatory processes toward 
unfavorable results and continued strong restrictions. 
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We expect, however, that the structure of the CE and climate-change is-
sues suggest the influence of principled opposition in a CE moratorium will 
be limited, and will decline relative to risk-management concerns over time.  
Enacting a moratorium requires building a coalition in which principled op-
ponents must negotiate with risk-motivated actors.  With substantial influ-
ence of the latter group, the initial moratorium scope is likely to allow some 
active field research to proceed.  As knowledge advances and climate-
change impacts grow increasingly salient and severe, we expect risk-based 
concerns to grow increasingly dominant relative to principled objections.  
Under this shift, risks of CE will increasingly be weighed against risks of 
climate change that CE might help limit.  Principled opposition to CE will 
thus shift toward precautionary opposition, whether sincerely or rhetorical-
ly, and precautionary opposition will increasingly have to grapple with the 
two-sided character of associated risks – risks from CE, and risks from cli-
mate change – and with the attendant ambiguity in what it means to be pre-
cautionary on the CE issue.  Some continued precautionary bias against CE 
could be salutary, given the risks of political failure we discuss below.  But 
we expect a moratorium substantially based on principled opposition to be 
unsustainable.  

C.  Climate Engineering and Bargaining Moratoria  

The CE debate may initially seem to have little in common with histori-
cal cases of bargaining moratoria.  The present debate is largely binary—
whether or not CE research, or particular types, should proceed—and is be-
ing conducted entirely by non-state actors.  With a few small exceptions, 
state officials have not acted or spoken on the topic, and there is little sign 
of distributive national interests at play—or indeed, of governments having 
any coherent conception of their national interests in CE.  Some commenta-
tors have made claims about state interests, suggesting CE is an attempt by 
high emitters to evade mitigation responsibilities, or a device to shift cli-
mate burdens onto poor countries.415  Current knowledge of CE effects is 
too preliminary to support such claims, however, and to the extent current 
research suggests anything on point, it is the opposite: poor countries may 
benefit most from CE, because they are projected to suffer the worst cli-
mate-change impacts.416 

But states will not be able to avoid the CE issue. As climate-change im-
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pacts grow stronger, knowledge and capabilities advance, and the gap be-
tween declared global temperature- limitation targets and concrete mitiga-
tion actions grows larger, CE will emerge as a potent disruptive force in the 
international climate agenda.  There is little question that this will happen: 
rather, the main uncertainties are when, how, and with what consequences. 

In future negotiations over CE, states are likely to perceive opportunities 
for unilateral actions that are both tempting and damaging to prospects for 
cooperative international action.  This set of provocative actions will in-
clude large-scale unilateral interventions but will be broader, also including 
various smaller interventions and associated statements and development 
activities. The availability of such tempting but destabilizing actions sug-
gests that, contrary to initial impressions, CE does exhibit the characteristics 
that make bargaining moratoria potentially valuable. 

A CE moratorium aimed at facilitating mutually beneficial inter-state 
bargaining would have several distinct characteristics.  Its scope would cov-
er acts by virtue of their tempting but provocative character, rather than 
their anticipated risk.  In addition to the obvious case of unilateral large-
scale deployment, this might include smaller interventions still judged low-
risk but large enough to produce detectable international effects or other-
wise arouse international concern; research programs that appear to pursue 
national advantage; withholding information about capabilities; or expan-
sive declarations of unilateral rights to use CE or respond to suspected use 
by others.  A moratorium on such acts, whether adopted multilaterally or as 
unilateral statements by individual states, could help prevent suspicion or 
escalation among states, while also assuaging broader public concern.  Such 
a moratorium could be expanded or adjusted over time, if the initial scope 
proved over- or under-inclusive.  In view of the benefits of avoiding feed-
backs from mutual suspicion and escalation, there could be value in adopt-
ing such a moratorium well in advance of explicit negotiations over CE 
governance. 

Relevant parties to a CE bargaining moratorium would clearly be states, 
since it is states that must avoid these destabilizing acts and develop prudent 
management of CE and climate change.  The relevant set might be only 
those states able to take the identified actions unilaterally—a loosely 
bounded set of a dozen or so major and intermediate powers, whose acts 
others would see as a significant global threat.417 

Termination conditions of a bargaining moratorium should be related to 
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its aim to facilitate mutually beneficial agreement.  The scope and ambition 
of CE-related agreement that states aim to reach could vary widely, howev-
er, from narrow prohibitions of specific dangerous acts, through various 
forms of governance for CE alone, to a new regime embedding CE in com-
prehensive governance of climate change.  Effective governance is unlikely 
to be achievable in one step, however, and states must decide how ambi-
tious an agreement to pursue based on political conditions that will evolve 
during the moratorium.  We therefore propose that termination conditions 
should express a fairly ambitious aim – at least a provisional governance 
regime for CE – but with some ambiguity in precise termination require-
ments and a relatively long duration, perhaps an initial ten years with re-
newal in further ten-year increments.  Such a structure would focus atten-
tion on CE and signal ambition to develop effective governance, yet avoid 
either prematurely stating specific governance aims whose suitability can-
not be known in advance, or forcing an artificially rapid timetable that could 
push states toward similarly premature and perhaps wrong-headed govern-
ance decisions.418 

D.  Challenges Beyond the Ideal Types  

Our taxonomy of moratoria defines ideal types, which fit real cases only 
approximately.  Preceding sections show how CE has commonalities with 
each type, with resultant guidance for potential uses and design of a CE 
moratorium.  There are also significant points of distinction between the 
current CE debate and the historical types, which pertain most closely to 
risk-management moratoria. The most serious prospects for environmental 
harms from CE are from interventions much larger than any proposed for 
near-term research, mostly from radiation methods.  So from a risk-
management perspective, why is any near-term moratorium warranted for 
CE?  One possible response is that public concerns about CE may be more 
expansive than warranted by consideration of direct environmental risks.  
Even though large risky interventions are presently remote, a moratorium 
on such interventions might help calm these concerns and thus help gain 
consent for small-scale research needed to inform risks of larger interven-
tions. 

Another response is suggested by a type of concern present in calls for a 
CE moratorium that differs from those defining any of the historical types.  
The concern is that serious harms might arise from CE due to bad future 
decisions about its development and use—harms that would not occur under 
more competent, prudent, or wise decisions.  We call these socio-political 
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risks, because they project consequences of CE technologies as embedded 
in the social and political systems that determine their development and 
use.419 

Because state action will be central in determining realized risks of CE, 
all proposed scenarios of socio-political risks depend on assumptions of 
harmful action by states.  For example, future state decision-makers might 
over-rely on the prospect of CE and avoid tough decisions on emissions cut-
ting. They might develop or use CE methods with the aim of advancing 
their interests at the expense of other regions, or panic under severe future 
climate impacts and rush to deploy untested technologies.  Socio-political 
risk scenarios can also involve non-state actors who influence state deci-
sions to steer them in these dangerous directions, and related “lock-in” 
mechanisms by which seemingly benign near-term research decisions set in 
motion economic or political processes that subvert policy debates and ob-
struct prudent and legitimate control over future expansion of the CE enter-
prise.   

The causal claims for these risk scenarios are typically vague, mostly re-
lying on analogies to lock-in processes in other domains, such as network 
externalities in private technology markets, regulatory capture, or escalation 
dynamics between adversaries.  Other potential lock-in mechanisms include 
intellectual commitments, bureaucratic routines, and social normalization of 
how CE is perceived.  Such risk mechanisms represent the most plausible 
objections to small-scale CE research.  In their absence, the governance 
needs of such research are modest, largely based in current environmental 
regulations and research program management practices.420 

Risks of this type were not prominent in any of our historical cases, and 
do not fit well into any of the three historical types.  Concern with reckless 
or malicious acts figured marginally in the two lab-safety cases, but these 
were assumed controlled by conventional risk-assessment processes and 
tighter laboratory safety protocols.  Risks of provocative state action were 
central to all the bargaining cases, but these were addressed explicitly by 
interstate negotiation.  In contrast, CE socio-political risk concerns are ex-
pansive and vague, so specific risk mechanisms are hard to foresee, assess, 
or control.  The proposed risks are broadly empirical, in that they stipulate 
certain likely events and outcomes; but because they are mainly driven by 
socio-economic and political processes, they cannot be adequately ad-
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dressed by risk-assessment processes that focus on properties of CE tech-
nologies and the environment in which they would be used. 

In our view, risks of this type must be taken seriously but their strongest 
forms are so expansive and vague as to be unpersuasive, in part because 
they rely on analogies to settings with major structural dissimilarities to CE.  
For example, because key decisions on CE research and deployment will be 
made by states, the network externalities and rapidly scalable technologies 
that drive lock-in in private technology markets have no analogy in CE.  
Indeed, in view of the global distribution of effects and the centrality of 
state action in any large-scale use of CE, there will probably never be a pri-
vate market for global climate control.  Mechanisms related to adversarial 
escalation between states are more plausible, but appear unlikely in view of 
current projections of limits to regional controllability of CE.  The most 
plausible analogy supporting lock-in mechanisms may be regulatory capture 
in military and public-works contracting, but the high visibility and contro-
versy of the issue, together with early hints that CE can be done with con-
ventional technologies at low cost, tend to weaken private actors’ ability, 
and incentive, to subvert the policy agenda for their profit.  And if these 
risks do materialize, the pathologies of these analogous processes and the 
suite of governance tools to mitigate them are well known.  We 
acknowledge that these are speculative judgments, but in our view they ar-
gue against the strongest scenarios of lock-in from small CE research. 

Yet while we reject their extreme forms, these or similar socio-
economic risk scenarios may still be serious enough to merit efforts to miti-
gate them.  Since these concerns depend on harmful state action, mitigating 
them requires developing state and interstate governance mechanisms to 
promote competent, prudent, and legitimate control of CE.  Such a govern-
ance project is broader than our current focus on moratoria, but also has im-
plications for moratorium design.  Relative to a risk-management moratori-
um, these mechanisms suggest more risk, from smaller and more innocuous 
research activities, than would be covered by a moratorium.  They thus sug-
gest shifting a risk-management moratorium toward broader scope and 
stricter termination conditions.  Relative to bargaining moratoria, these risk 
mechanisms suggest additional biases in state action toward harmful out-
comes, which may operate even before explicit decisions about CE are on 
their agenda.  They thus suggest a shift to earlier adoption of a bargaining 
moratorium than otherwise warranted.  

These adjustments to moratoria only imperfectly target the socio-
political risk mechanisms of concern, however.  Fully addressing these is 
likely to require additional governance measures that more precisely target 
their hypothesized mechanisms of influence.  For example, if the concern is 
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that early research may subtly bias subsequent decisions toward continu-
ance or expansion, research programs can be designed with built-in break-
points that require explicit periodic decisions to continue, with more rigor-
ous scrutiny and higher procedural burdens for future expansion beyond 
pre-specified thresholds.  Such breakpoints would hinder lock-in mecha-
nisms whatever their cause.  Alternatively, if subversion of policy decisions 
by commercial interests is of particular concern, this can be mitigated by 
limits on private funding or proprietary technology in CE research.  Further 
examination of such governance mechanisms to control socio-political risks 
of CE is a high priority, but lies outside our current scope. 

VI. CONCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The historical importance of decisions regarding development and gov-
ernance of climate engineering cannot be over-stated.  We seek to inform 
these monumental decisions – in particular, the debate over potential adop-
tion, form, and use of a moratorium related to CE – based on a review of 
twelve historical cases of moratoria.  In view of the empirical and analytical 
limitations of prior literature on moratoria, we first used these cases to de-
velop a general analytic framework to consider moratorium purposes, char-
acteristics, and effects in particular decision contexts. 

We describe moratoria by three basic characteristics: the scope of activi-
ties suspended, the actors adopting and bound by the moratorium, and the 
conditions for its termination.  Based on the historical cases, we propose a 
taxonomy of three ideal types: risk-management moratoria, principled-
conflict moratoria, and bargaining moratoria.  These are distinguished by 
the main purposes ascribed to the moratorium, and also differ in the pro-
cesses that operate under the moratorium to advance subsequent decision-
making on the contested activity.  Each type has distinct implications for 
moratorium characteristics and conditions for effectiveness.  

Risk-management moratoria suspend an activity based on judgments 
that it poses uncertain but potentially severe risks, to allow research, risk 
assessment, and development of controls.  Their scope must cover the activ-
ities judged dangerous, but exclude related research and risk-assessment 
activities needed to inform risk judgments.  Termination conditions must be 
related to successful completion of these activities.  These moratoria may be 
supported by coalitions including both insiders – those potentially engaging 
in the suspended activity – and outsiders, who may share the aim of rational 
risk assessment and management. 

Bargaining moratoria aim to facilitate mutually beneficial negotiations 
among some group, by suspending tempting but provocative acts that risk 
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obstructing agreement.  Their scope must cover activities perceived to pose 
these risks, and their termination conditions must be related to achievement 
of the desired agreement. The relevant actors are the insiders, who seek to 
mutually bind themselves for their collective benefit. 

Principled-conflict moratoria are benchmarks of partial success in polit-
ical struggle over activities subject to moral or ideological conflict.  These 
moratoria merely delay or re-direct conflict, which persists in other fora and 
is not amenable to resolution by risk assessment or negotiation.  We expect 
pure principled-conflict moratoria to be uncommon, because enacting a 
moratorium normally requires principled opponents to build coalitions in-
volving different motivations.  Principled conflict is more often a factor 
complicating mixed cases, which weakens the ability of risk assessment or 
negotiation to reduce conflict on the contested issue. 

The cases and analytic framework provide guidance on the potential role 
and design of a moratorium for CE, derived from each type.  For example, 
if a CE moratorium were adopted primarily for assessment and control of 
environmental risk, its scope would have to include potentially dangerous 
interventions – large-scale, sustained radiation interventions, whether for 
research or operational climate control421 – and exclude small-scale re-
search interventions needed to inform risks.  The wide scale gap between 
dangerous interventions and those offering near-term research value, and 
the difficulty of fixing a single threshold between these, motivated the pro-
posal of Parson and Keith to draw two thresholds, a large one demarcating a 
moratorium and a much smaller one bounding authorized research, with the 
space between left to be clarified later as knowledge advanced.422  Pledges 
by researchers could help promote such a moratorium, but state participa-
tion would be necessary for credibility in view of the large interventions it 
targets. Termination conditions would be linked to progress on assessment 
and control of risks. 

Two aspects of the CE issue, however, distinguish it from historical 
risk-management cases and challenge attempts to conceive a CE moratori-
um purely in terms of the risk-assessment type.  First, while large dangerous 
interventions are easily distinguished from needed small informative ones at 
present – indeed, these are now separated by a wide gap – this will not re-
main true.  Small experiments will only partly inform risks of larger inter-

                                                 
421  Large-scale deployment of CDR would also present risks, but any such large-

scale program would aggregate many projects, each posing separate site-specific risks.  
There is thus less rationale for a comprehensive risk-management moratorium for CDR 
than for radiation interventions. 

422 supra note 4. 
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ventions, and further progress understanding and controlling risks will re-
quire larger experiments, with each step presenting new uncertainties and 
risks despite what is learned from prior research.  A risk-management mora-
torium for CE thus cannot be a single static suspension, but must include 
processes to adapt under new knowledge and experience, including agreed, 
prudent expansion of the permissible boundary – while still retaining pro-
tections at each step against further expansion. 

Second, proposals for large interventions that such a moratorium would 
suspend do not now exist and appear to be remote.  Why, then, consider a 
risk-assessment moratorium for CE?  One possible response is that a mora-
torium might be warranted to assuage public and political concerns about 
CE, even if these not justified on grounds of direct environmental risk.  By 
placating these concerns, a moratorium might thus help generate political 
support to let de minimis-risk small-scale research proceed.  It would not 
exactly be a risk-management moratorium, however, except under a more 
expansive conception of risks of CE as we discuss below.  

Alternatively, a CE moratorium might be adopted for bargaining pur-
poses, to facilitate negotiation of mutually beneficial inter-state agreements 
on CE and related issues. In this case, its scope would target tempting but 
provocative acts judged likely to obstruct such negotiations.  This scope 
would include the large unilateral interventions targeted by a risk-control 
moratorium, but would also include additional interventions, development 
programs, declarations, or other government acts – depending on states’ 
views of what specific unilateral acts were sufficiently disruptive to merit 
suspension.  Such a moratorium would be adopted by high-level state decla-
rations, aiming to include at least the dozen-odd world powers likely capa-
ble of unilateral action.423  Its termination conditions would be linked to 
participating states’ negotiation aims, and would need to be adaptable under 
partial progress and changed state judgments of governance aims. 

Moratoria do not come labeled by purpose, but different purposes sug-
gest different characteristics.  For CE, a moratorium to facilitate inter-state 
bargaining would differ from one to assess and manage environmental risks 
in several ways.  It would be broader in scope, suspending acts based on 
expected provocation rather than potential danger.  It would be adopted by 
states, at a higher political level.  It would be enacted later, with the aim to 
facilitate negotiation over a control regime for CE. And its termination con-
ditions would be related to success in these negotiations, rather than ad-
vancement in knowledge and technical ability to manage risks – although 
termination conditions for both types would need to be adapted over time, 

                                                 
423 Supra note 417. 
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since neither of these aims is likely achievable in one step.  

We do not expect principled conflict to be a significant factor in enact-
ment or design of a moratorium on CE, because as the saliency of climate-
change impacts grows these decisions are likely to be increasingly dominat-
ed by risk concerns, and by balancing between risks of CE and of climate 
change that CE might help reduce.  We do, however, expect a significant 
role for a broader conception of CE-related risks, in particular the politically 
or socially mediated risk mechanisms discussed above.  Concerns about 
such socio-political risks are prominent in debate on CE but novel relative 
to the historical cases, where only in the cloning case were similar concerns 
prominent.  While many of the deep challenges posed by such risks pertain 
to other points of CE governance outside our scope here, these also have 
implications for moratoria.  They may, for example, provide additional 
grounds for early adoption of a moratorium against large interventions, co-
incident with or soon after starting field research programs, even though no 
proposals to conduct such interventions are imminent.  They also suggest 
drawing the scope of such a moratorium somewhat more broadly, to include 
smaller interventions than warranted on narrow risk-management 
grounds.424  Early adoption of such a moratorium could also help resolve 
the timing dilemma raised by bargaining moratoria, by raising the promi-
nence of the CE issue and setting broad exploratory governance discussions 
in motion without creating premature pressure for a completed deal absent 
the knowledge needed to make a good one. 

Returning in closing to our broader and more conceptual aim, the tax-
onomy and analytic framework we have proposed represents a substantial 
advance to understanding of moratoria.  Beyond the guidance it offers for a 
potential moratorium on CE, we expect it to be a useful for critical assess-
ment of moratorium proposals in diverse areas of scientific research, tech-
nological applications, and challenges in global governance – of which hu-
man germ-line modification with CRISPR is the salient current example.  
As a preliminary step to an analytic understanding of moratoria design and 
uses, our scheme of course requires further elaboration, including both criti-
cal examination from the perspective of other relevant theories and more 
detailed empirical elaboration of moratorium proposals, implementation, 
and outcomes in the context of other cases.  

* * * 

                                                 
424 Under a two-threshold approach, lowering the high threshold but leaving the low 

one in place. 
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